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PLANT ARCHITECTURE AND YIELD BREEDING 
M. W. Adams* 
ABSTRACT. Plant architecture refers to the number, size, shape, structure, 
arrangement, and display of particular plant parts. Architecture has no merit, 
in a yield sense, except as it is associated with or leads to improved physio-
logical functions or responses. The fundamental premise which joins plant 
architecture and yield breeding states that there are agronomic circumstrances 
in which genetically-regulated architectural characteristics will be causally 
related to special fitness or productive superiority. 
With the dry bean, Phaseolus vulgaris L., as the principal object of study, 
and with the use of various statistical and crop physiological techniques, a bean 
ideotype for high yield was designed, modified as further data and experience 
were obtained, and, over a several-year period, developed by traditional plant 
breeding techniques, including the use of radiation and exotic germplasm. Yield 
testing, under agronomic conditions modified to be supportive to the ideotype, 
has shown the best selections to be consistently superior to standard varieties 
in grain yield, standability, and amenability to direct harvest. Although current 
data and experience support the basic premise to a very considerable degree, 
the tasks of more rigorous proof of the concept, excluding other possible 
explanations, have only begun. 
Index words: Dry bean, Phaseolus vulgaris, ideotype, plant design, 
"architype." 
INTRODUCTION 
Plants, perhaps more than mortar and stone, are particularly endowed 
with artistic architectural potential. Plant architecture has to do with the num-
ber, size, shape, structure, arrangement, and display of particular plant parts. 
Plant architecture per se, however, has no merit in a yield sense except as it is 
associated with or leads to improved physiological functions. 
are: 
The fundamental architectural objectives in grain legume yield design 
1. to build a leaf-stem canopy capable of intercepting all incident 
light, by absorbing, scattering, and transmitting the photosyn-
thetically active radiation (PAR) throughout the plant profile, 
2. to construct the canopy so that the profile consists of as many 
phytomeric units (source-sink units) as possible and feasible, and 
3. to make each phytomeric unit as functionally efficient as possible, 
through 
a . adjustment of the source-sink ratio, maximizing sink size (de-
mand) relative to source, and 
b. displaying the source (leaves) in such a way as to intercept light 
sufficient for a high rate of photosynthesis, without seriously 
occluding leaves placed lower in the profile. 
*Crop and Soil Sciences Department, Michigan State University, East Lansing, 
Michigan 48824. 
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These specific objectives do not mmumze the whole-plant aspects of 
growth and development, the concept of plant unity, expressed by the inter-
dependence of shoot and root, and the anatomical continuity that permits 
uptake and distribution of water and nutrients and translocation of assimilates 
of various kinds. 
To intervene rationally in the plant yield design system, we should 
know how each species is constructed. The principal grain legumes are similar 
in basic structural components and consist of an aerial portion made up of 
either a branched or unbranched central axis comprised of a few to many 
nodes and internodal regions of varying lengths with trifoliate or multifoliate 
leaves arranged alternately at each node. Leaves may be large or small on long 
or short petioles. The axis may terminate in a flower cluster (determinate) or 
a vegetative bud apex (indeterminate). Flower buds may be sessile and axillary 
or more commonly on pedicellate, axillary racemes. Racemes may be one-to-
many-flowered, and bear, after either self- or cross-fertilization, pods contain-
ing 1-20 or even more seeds. Individual seeds may weigh as little as 30 to as 
much as 2000 mg. The below-ground portion is typically a tap-root or a 
branched tap-root with extensive fibrous root development. 
Grain legumes may be small, low-growing herbaceous plants (Cicer 
arietinum) ranging up to tall, branching woody shrubs (Cajanus cajan). Time 
to reach maturity varies from 60 days from emergence to 240 days. Photo-
periodism is a common but not universal characteristic as is symbiotic nitrogen 
fixation. 
Variation in these characteristics includes within-species variation 
as well as the between-species variation, the latter usually being greater in 
magnitude. Variation is a consequence of genetic attributes (major and minor 
genes) interacting with environmental forces. 
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS IN GRAIN LEGUMES 
How may architectural features important to yield be identified? 
Traditionally, this has been achieved through the use of observation and 
correlational statistics. In the cowpea (Vigna unguiculat:a), broad bean (Vicia 
faba), garden pea (Pisum sativum), common bean (Pbaseolus vulgaris), and 
soybean (Glycine max) yield of grain is nearly always correlated with the first-
order yield components of pod number, seeds/pod, and single seed weight, 
except where component compensation becomes significant, and with 
such additional features as plant height, leaf area, number of pods/node, 
and days to flower. Evidence for an effect of number of nodes/plant or 
main axis is inconclusive in soybeans. Perhaps this might be due to 
the inclusion of data on varieties that form vegetative branches and/or fail to 
respond to the ambient daylength of the test site (Weatherspoon and Wentz, 
1934). 
In the dry bean, multiple regression techniques applied to morpho-
logical and growth analysis characteristics of a broad spectrum of bean vari-
eties grown at two locations over two years in Michigan have shown the relative 
importance to yield of the three first-order yield components (as listed above) 
and some indication of the negative influence of the trait "number of axillary 
branches" (Table 1). If all branches carried pods, the relationship would 
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Table 1. Relative contribution of certain plant variables to yield in dry beans. 
Yield= dependent variable. (Adams and Reicosky, 1975). 
Independent variables 
Plant fresh weight 
Single seed weight 
Number pods/unit area 
Number seeds/pod 
Number axillary branches 
Average intern ode diameter in region 1 a 
Number of nodes with pods 
Number internodes in region 2b 
Average internode diameter in region 2 
Average internode length in region 2 
a 
Lower part of plant. 













obviously be a positive one, but in beans at normal field densities, all branches 
do not bear pods. The non-pod-bearing branches are competitive sinks for 
photosynthate to pods and thus become a negatively loaded trait. Internode 
diameters and average length of internodes in the upper part of the plant 
(region 2) contribute positively to yield, but the trait number of internodes for 
this part of the plant is loaded negatively in one equation, which is interpreted 
to signify that under Michigan conditions the long indeterminate vine-types are 
not conducive to superior yield. 
These traits also emerge as major components in a Factor Analysis 
conducted by Denis (1971) on 22 traits expressed by 16 v.arieties grown at 
two locations in Michigan. Three principal factors were identified as contri-
butory to yield, as follows: I, weight or size; II, number, and III, display. 
Factors I and II, consisting predominantly of variables related to num-
ber and size of reproductive structures, were equated by Denis and Adams 
(1978) to the "Sink" of the crop physiologists. Factor III, consisting of traits 
related to leaf display, was likened to "Source, " as used by these individuals. 
A complex of general causal relationships can be deduced from a 
series of multiple step-wise regression studies performed on growth analysis 
characteristics in assorted bean varieties (Adams and Reicosky, 1975) . These 
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authors found that growth analysis measures such as Relative Growth Rate, Net 
Assimilation Rate, and Leaf Area Index tended to resolve into the primary 
characteristics initially measured, namely, root, stem, and leaf weights, and 
leaf area, along with the time factors of lengths of vegetative and reproduc-
tive growth phases. These primary characters exert both positive and negative 
influences, from which it may be predicted that breeders must expect to make 
some compromises in the levels and directions of traits under selection. 
Figure 1, a path-diagram, presents the direct and correlative influences 
of some of the architectural components upon bean grain yield. Numerical 
values can be provided for some of these pathways. As an example of primary 
metrical characteristics identified in the step-wise regression and factor analyses, 
leaf size and leaf number are the first-order components of leaf weight, Leaf 
Area Index (LAI) and Leaf Area Ratio (LAR). Stem diameter, node number, 
and length of internodes account for stem weight. And inasmuch as total main-
stem node number (or number of internodes) is a function of duration of the 
vegetative phase, that factor of the preceding set of primary causal variables is 
represented in this one. The diagram, however, does not include time in the 
reproductive phase, except in the form of yield components X, Y, and Z, 
because the length of this phase, though most significant to yield, is not strictly 
dependent upon architecture. 
The interesting disclosure in this diagram is that pod number, the most 
important single first-order yield component in all grain legumes, is highly 
determined, architecturally, by number of leaves (or nodes). This is true be-
cause the racemes are produced only in the axils of leaves. Size of leaf is 
related to size of seed (seed weight, Z) through the influence of pod size. 
Because of the inverse relationship of size and number of leaves, leaf number is 
negatively associated with seed size, and leaf size is negatively associated with 
number of pods. A calculation of partial correlations involving these traits 
verifies the positive relationship of leaf size (leaf area), independent of leaf 
number, with seed size, and the highly positive relationship of node number 
(measure of leaf number) upon pod number, independent of leaf area (Table 2). 
Tanaka and Fujita (1979) studied two kinds of bean varieties, those of 
Japanese adaptation and those of tropical origin. They found a clear positive 
regression of yield on pod number. The regression was slightly curvilinear due 
to the fact that, in plants with high pod number, the number of seeds/pod or 
seed size declines, thus depressing yield to a small extent. Their data further 
showed that yield was curvilinearly related to maximum LAI. At an LAI of 
about 4, yield was maximized; beyond LAI= 4, yield increased only slightly or 
not at all. This could be due to accentuated mutual shading of leaves at high 
LAI, or it could be due to the effect of declining pod number on plants with 
high LAI, an effect not due to mutual shading but to the dominance in devel--
opment of vegetative phase structures over reproductive phase structures. 
Possibly the tropical bean cultivars which produced the high LAI's had not 
been sufficiently photo-induced in the long days of Hokkaido, Japan. 
Main stem node number and plant height, not surprisingly, showed a 
clear positive trend in these authors' data. The early-maturing Hokkaido 
varieties at the wide spacing in 1973 showed no relationship between main-
stem node number and effective (pod-bearing) branch number. Except for 
their entry #18, Taisho-0-Tebo, the range of variation in branch number was 
very restricted. For tropical varieties in 197 3 and for the closer spacing of 197 5 
DIAGRAM SUGGESTING THE DIRECT PATHS OF INFLUENCE <LINES WITH ONE ARROW) AND CORRELATIONAL 
PATHS <LINES WITH TWO ARROWS) OF SEVERAL ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS UPON YIELD IN DRY BEANS. 
Figure 1 
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Table 2. Partial correlations among selected traits in beans (Adams and Rei-
cosky, 1975. 
Seed size (1) on leaf area (2), independent of leaf number (3). 
r(1 ·2)3 = .78* 
Number pods/plant (4) on node number (3), independent of leaf area (2). 
r(4·3)2 = .84* * 
* and * * Significant at .05 and .01 levels of probability, respectively. 
with the inclusion of more tropical vanenes, the relationship was clearly 
negative; that is, the greater the main stem node number, the fewer the effec-
tive branches. The relationship of LAI to main stem node number was observed 
to be essentially linear, although considerable variation among the diverse 
varieties was found . 
Tanaka and Fujita had earlier shown that yield reached a plateau at 
about a LAI of 4, a value corresponding to a main stem node number of around 
12 to 13. Applying similar reasoning to branch number, we can estimate the 
appropriate number of effective branches for optimum yield under Hokkaido 
conditions in close spacing to be about 4. 
The relationship of grain number/plant to pod number should be essen-
tially a linear one, particularly at low to a moderately high number of pods/ 
plant or per unit area. At very high pod numbers, the relationship, as shown by 
Tanaka and Fujita, was more curvilinear due probably to the compensation rule 
that the high production of pods, characteristic of certain varieties, resulted in 
a reduced number of seeds/pod. 
In the context of plant design, a basic proposition concerns the rela-
tionship of number of main stem nodes and number of pods per plant. Tanaka 
and Fujita's data (their Figure 38) are a composite of different years, 1973 
and 197 5, different plant densities in the two years, and for groups of entries 
showing discontinuous as well as continuous variation for node number. In 
addition, certain entries of tropical origin were not adapted to the long day 
flowering conditions typical of Hokkaido. For these reasons, care must be 
exercised in evaluating these data. 
One group of varieties shows a tight clustering at 5 to 6 main stem 
nodes per plant and little variation in pod number/plant. These varieties are 
representative of the large-seeded determinate type of bean, and for these 
architypes, no relation existed between stem node number and number pods/ 
plant. A group of Hokkaido varieties having from 10 to 28 nodes, however, 
shows a clear positive relationship between these two traits. But, these plants 
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were grown at a wide row and plant spacing and thus with adequate light and 
moisture. 
Data from a third group of varietiies (Tanaka and Fujita, their Fig-
ure 38) consists of tropical entries with node numbers ranging from 7 to 25. 
No relationship of node number with pod number is apparent. This is probably 
because the short day requirement of the tropical varieties was not met by the 
long days of the summer season of northern Japan, and thus only minimal 
floral induction and pod set occurred. 
Where photo-period sensitive varieties are concerned or where the 
varieties are genetically fixed in node number, one must not expect a positive 
relationship of pod number to main stem node number. Where the varieties 
are not all genetically fixed at a particular node number and day-length is not 
limiting, node number and pod number can be expected to be positively cor-
related. 
We have emphasized node number. In the grain legumes, number of 
pods per plant or per unit area of land is the pre-eminent yield component. One 
can not have a high pod number per unit area without having a high node num-
ber. A high node number per unit area can be reached either through having a 
large number of branches per plant or from having a long main axis bearing 
many nodes with plant density being adjusted to achieve the optimum number 
in either situation. Since plants which branch profusely always have fewer 
nodes per branch than a tall plant with a small number of branches and since 
plant density can always be adjusted by planting rate, one can obtain the 
highest number of nodes per unit area of land with the tall plant types which 
have many nodes and few branches and which are sown at high densities. If 
there are no differences in pods set per node, then theoretically one should 
obtain a greater number of pods per unit area with the tall types and poten-
tially a greater yield of seed. Plant lodging, however, may intervene whenever 
plant tallness becomes a major selection objective. 
At this point a brief summary will be helpful as we attempt to deduce 
from evidence presented thus far what characteristics a high yielding architec-
tural plant type should display: 
1. Tall, with main stem nodes numbering 12 to 15. 
2. Moderate number of basal branches, 3 to 5. 
3. Indeterminate growth, large overall plant size, but not with extended 
vine growth. 
4. Upper internodes longer and more numerous than basal internodes. 
5. Thick stem diameter. 
6. Narrow plant profile. 
7. High values of first-order yield components in keeping with com-
mercial class requirements. 
8. Leaf Area Index near 4 at flowering time. 
In addition to the well-known negative correlations often found among 
first-order yield components, other negative relationships among important 
selection objectives may be sufficiently large to require consideration by the 
breeder who is attempting to combine many nodes/plant with multiple pods/ 
node (Table 3). It is fortunate that very few of the correlations are so extra-
ordinarily high (.8 or higher) that all opportunities for combining two antagon-
istic traits are suppressed. 
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Table 3. Compensatory associations between yield-promoting traits m dry 
beans. 
Traits negatively associated 
Number nodes/plant vs number pods/node 
Number nodes/plant vs ave. pod fresh weight 
Number nodes/plant vs ave. seed weight 
Leaf area index (at flowering) vs net assimilation rate 
(14 days post-flower) 
Stem dry weight vs net assimilation rate 
(14 days post-flower) 
Harvest index vs biological yield 









The above information about the morphological aspects, as they relate 
to yield improvement in beans, is not sufficient, however, to specify completely 
a high yield ideotype. Additional data are needed, and breeders must know 
something of the mode of inheritance of the major architectural features 
desired. We have begun to accumulate genetic information on some 15 architec-
tural traits from crosses involving three types of plants (Figure 2). Each of 
them shows broad-sense heritability. Several traits manifest heterosis in F 1 
generations, which usually declines to dominance and/or partial dominance in 
the F 2 generation. Some traits show mid-parental behavior (additivity) in 
the F 2 • Little is known about the degree to which some of these traits may be 
associated as linked effects in inheritance. It is clear that several of them behave 
independently. It is not yet known, and it is very important that it be known, 
whether genetic recombination is possible across the full range of expression 
of the major architectural characteristics. 
LIGHT-RELATED REQUIREMENTS IN A BEAN OR CROP IDEOTYPE 
Light-related requirements in a grain legume crop, as in maize (Williams 
et al., 1968), are as follows: 
1. More uniform distribution of light in the crop canopy. 
2. Complete interception of light without over-saturation. 
3. Rapid accumulation of optimum leaf area. 
4. Leaf area duration as long as feasible. 
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Figure 2. Contrasting architectiiral types in the navy bean: left, single-stem; 
center, "architype ";right, standard bush. 
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Burga-Mendoza (1978) showed that light interception by beans is 
closely related to the LAI profile. Different plant types with the same total 
LAI intercepted different amounts of light in comparable canopy strata de-
pending upon the proportion of leaves in each stratum. At LAI = 2, Seafarer, 
a determinate bush navy bean, intercepted 40% of incident light, NEP-2, an 
indeterminate taller narrower bush bean, intercepted 5 0% of incident light, 
and 31908, a large-seeded, large-leaved determinate bush type, intercepted 
60% of incident light. These differences are due to leaf size and leaflet orienta-
tion. 
Seafarer intercepted between 40 and 50% of incident light (Figure 3) 
from 37 days after planting (initiation of flowering) to 65 days after plant-
ing (physiological maturity), a total of 28 days. Seafarer yielded (Table 4) 
over three plant spacings at the rate of 146 g/m
2 
with an efficiency of 5.21 
g/m
2 
/day. NEP-2 intercepted 40 up to 75% of incident light over the period 
of flowering to physiological maturity, that is from 44 days after planting to 93 
days after planting, a total of 49 days. NEP-2 yielded over the same three 
spacings at the rate 245 g/m
2 
or an efficiency of 5.0 g/m
2 
/day. 
The difference in duration of high light interception (over 40%) al-
most exactly accounted for the difference in yield between Seafarer and 
NEP-2. Crop physiologists would equate this period, minus about 12 to 14 days 
to account for the pod development, with "length of seed-filling" period, 
which many of them (crop physiologists) currently believe to be one of the 
major determinants of differential yield in the grain legumes. 
The light interception profile, however, is also a function of leaflet 
orientation in crop plants. Bean genotypes can differ greatly in leaflet orienta-
tion (Figure 4 ): 
Seafarer: Only about 20% of the leaves show less than 60° inclination, 
while 80% show 60° or higher. 
NEP-2: About 40% of leaves show less than 60°, and 60% show 60° 
or higher. 
31908: Almost 60% show less than 60° with 40% showing higher 
than 60°. 
From data on leaf inclination at different canopy levels in Seafarer and 
NEP-2 (Table 5), it may be seen that: 
1. Seafarer showed greater leaf orientation than NEP-2. 
2. Leaf orientation was greater in the upper levels of the canopy 
than at lower levels; the difference from upper to lower levels 
averaged above 20% for Seafarer and about 15% for NEP-2. 
3. The mean angle of orientation diminished as the season advanced. 
Thus the bean, particularly of the NEP-2 or Seafarer type with a moder-
ate to high degree of leaflet orientation, which varies from upper to lower 
levels in the canopy, fulfills the leaf orientation properties called for in the 
model of Duncan (1971) and others for corn and soybeans. It should be 
noted that in beans with a relatively low level at which the leaves become 
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Table 4. Grain yield of two contrasting bean plant types at three within-row 
spacings, 5, 10, and 15 cm. (Burga-Mendoza, 1978) 
Yield in g/m 2 
Variety 5 cm 10 cm 15 cm Mean yield 
Seafarer 143 158 137 146 
NEP-2 250 238 246 245 
Table 5. Average leaf angles in degrees from horizontal in canopy profiles of 
two bean varieties at various times during the growing season, East 
Lansing, 1980. 
Canopy strata in cm from soil level 
Days after planting 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 Mean 
Seafarer 35 47 50 50 49 
42 49 60 70 62 
49 43 53 62 51 54 
56 44 45 56 63 52 
NEP-2 35 25 34 32 32 
42 25 38 41 41 36 
50 25 40 41 43 37 
59 26 29 32 38 32 31 
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SPACING OF LEAVES AND LIGHT PENETRATION 
A rounded leaf displayed at right angles to incident light (planophile) 
directly overhead will cast a shadow below itself in the form of a cone extend-
ing from the leaf surface to a length equivalent to some 60 to 70 leaf diameters 
(Horn, 1971). Any other leaf positioned in that cone of diminished light inten-
sity will be completely to partially shaded and its photosynthetic efficiency 
will be correspondingly reduced. 
If the radiant energy comes not as direct overhead sunlight but from an 
overcast sky, the light rays will be diffuse as they approach the leaf. Under this 
condition, the circular leaf will again cast a cone-shaped shadow, but the length 
of the cone will be of the order of one leaf diameter. Thus an underlying leaf 
can be as close as one leaf diameter before encountering the cone shadow. 
In plants a file of leaves is most commonly arranged alternately at 
nodes along a vertical central axis. If the phyllotaxy is 2-ranked, the closest 
that two leaves in the same rank can be posited to each other without causing 
shading of the lower leaf by the upper would be of the order of one leaf dia-
meter under diffuse light or 60 to 70 diameters under a direct overhead light 
source. The theoretical minimal length of internode to avoid shading would be 
one-half a leaf diameter. 
Is there any evidence that bean plants conform to such a theortical 
requirement? If so, what are its implications to architectural plant design? 
If bean plants do conform, even partially, to this model, one might 
expect to see some relationship of leaf size to internode length, not in the basal 
internodes, which are nearly always short and compact, but among the upper 
internodes which display the leaves and bear the racemes where yield is mostly 
determined. There are no direct measurements affirming or denying such a 
relationship in beans. Casual observations suggest there may be a close relation-
ship in some plant types, but this is not so in others. 
From the standpoint of efficient plant design, however, the above 
theorizing implies that if a breeder were to select for shorter upper internodes 
(to increase lodging resistance, for example, or to achieve a higher number of 
nodes without having to accept a taller plant), he should select also for smaller 
leaves. A case can be made for selecting for increasingly longer internodes or 
successively smaller leaves as the upper part of the plant develops to allow for 
better light penetration. One can envision what might be termed "optimal 
compromises" being sought by the architectural breeder. Such compromises 
might involve internode number, internode length, leaf number, leaf size, leaf 
orientation, pod length, and seed size. If a large number of internodes are 
sought, for example, to secure numerous nodes at which racemes can form, 
the breeder will want to keep internode length reasonably short to prevent 
lodging. For reasons of promoting light penetration into the canopy, leaf size 
must be kept small, or, if not, the breeder will need to select for leaf orienta-
tion. But large leaves in beans do not orient well, and furthermore, large leaves 
imply long pods and long pods imply large seeds. Commercial requirements for 
seed of a particular size will, because of these allometric relationships, place 
restrictions upon the kind of plant a breeder can create. 
Where selection is for a large number of nodes and internodes with the 
latter remaining long to permit light penetration, one can have larger leaves, 
longer pods, and larger seeds. However, the plants will require support. Examples 
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in beans are the types known as C.I.A.T. Type IV, which are indeterminate 
climbing vines. They are capable of high yield but have the handicap of the 
support-requirement. 
LEAF PROPERTIES AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
At low light intensities bean leaves tend to expand more than at high 
intensities and in consequence usually have lower specific leaf dry weights 
(SLDW). Specific leaf weights also vary for other reasons, for example, amounts 
of stored starch. In beans, Burga-Mendoza (1978) demonstrated a positive 
linear regression of carbon dioxide uptake upon specific leaf dry weights in 
Seafarer and NEP-2 grown in sun and shade environments (Figure 5). 
Over the major seed-filling period Seafarer maintained a slightly higher 
SLDW than NEP-2. Burga-Mendoza rather consistently found positive and 
mostly significant correlations in both Seafarer and NEP-2 between C02 up-
take, canopy strata, amount of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 
reaching the leaf surface, and SLDW (Table 6). 
The relationship of C02 uptake to leaf PAR is particularly clear at 
lower levels of radiation, 0 to 1000 µEm •2 sec·
1
, which is the range ofradiation 
where the leaf is not yet light-saturated (Figure 6). At higher levels of PAR, 
1000 to 3 000 µEm •2 sec -l , the relationship is still linear but the slope of 
response is reduced. Throughout the PAR range, Seafarer shows a higher C0 2 
uptake rate than NEP-2 on the single leaf basis. 
Average intemode diameter is a contributing factor to yield (Table 1). 
This is admissible on grounds of lodging resistance, but there may be further 
advantage of a thickened stem as a temporary storage site for photosynthate. 
Significantly thicker stems have been noted in NEP-2 than in Seafarer as well 
as greater changes in stem dry weight of NEP-2 during pod and seed filling. 
Ratios of stem weight losses (AWS) to pod and seed weight gains (AWP) show 
NEP-2 with approximately twice the values for Seafarer (Table 7); from other 
work not reported here, it is hypothesized that the weight changes, losses and 
gains, are attributable to temporarily stored and then remobilized carbohy-
drate. NEP-2, with its thicker stem (and root) is apparently better adapted 
structurally to this function than Seafarer. Furthermore, it is particularly 
interesting to note that the ratios (AWS/AWP) are greater for the closer plant 
spacing which suggests the hypothesis that as inter-plant competition becomes 
keener, there is greater transfer of dry matter from stem to developing seeds. 
A correlation matrix involving various plant characteristics and light 
relationships is presented in Table 8. Among several interesting implications, 
we shall explore only the relationships involving number of branches-all of 
which are highly significant. 
Number of branches vs % ground cover: positive; branching plants tend to be 
wider plants, and wider plants cover.a ·greater portion 
of the row giving a higher% ground cover. 
•--------- vs LAI: negative. 
---------vs leaf size: negative; expected, since among the subject 
varieties the more branching types were associated 
with smaller though not necessarily fewer leaves. 
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Number of branches vs leaf angle: pos1t1ve; more branches means smaller 
leaves, and smaller leaves are more likely to orient. 
--------vs extinction coefficient: negative; more branches are 
associated with small, more orienting leaves, which 
account for lower extinction coefficients, admitting 
more light into the canopy. 
-------- vs canopy height: negative; more branching means less 
apical dominance and shorter plants. 
--------vs canopy width: positive; self-evident. 
-------- vs light interception: negative; with lower extinction 
coefficients, less light is intercepted. 
The above correlations, of course, depend upon the particular attributes 
of the varieties used in the Burga-Mendoza analysis. Some of these r-values, but 
by no means all, would probably change with plant varieties possessing differ-
ent attributes. 
Figures 7 and 8 present the growth rates and durations of pod filling for 
two varieties, NEP-2 and Black Turtle Soup (BTS).
1 
Clearly, for both pod 
weight changes and seed weight, the rates of increase are greater for BTS. But 
NEP-2 and BTS are usually about equal in seed yield in Michigan. NEP-2, while 
having a relatively lower rate of seed filling, maintains the linear phase over a 
longer period of time: 17 days as against 12 days in BTS. 
At this point, certain additional traits can be added to the previous list 
of architectural characteristics desired in a high yield ideotype: 
1. Leaves small and capable of light-induced orientation. 
2. Full season leaf area duration. 
3. Higher specific leaf dry weight. 
4. Stem and root starch storage and remobilization during pod and 
seed filling. 
5. High rate of seed-filling. 
6. Longer duration of linear phase of seed-filling. 
APPLICATION TO BREEDING FOR YIELD 
The scenario of development of a new bean "architype" was intr 
duced in 1972-1973 (Adams, 1973) and subsequently expanded (Adams 
1974) when growth analysis data were in hand. It has now culminated i 
several tested and promising genotypes. 
Figure 9 represents a simplistic caricature of our initial high yield bea 
ideotype designated for monoculture in a favorable environment. It was ad 
mitted from the outset that the ideotype might require successive modificatio 
as new facts emerged or as experience was gained. This has proven to be th 
case. 
Since single stem plant type or one with minimal branching was desire 
and there was no known source in Phaseolus, I was encouraged by Dr. Bjo 
1 
Data in these figures was made available by Dr. Juan 
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Table 6. Correlations between rate of C0 2 uptake in leaves and selected leaf 
or canopy characteristics in two bean varieties 
Mendoza, 1978). 
Traitsa C02 -Uptake 
Days after planting Seafarer 
43 Canopy strata 0.45 
Leaf PAR 0.63* 
SLDW 0.65 * 
50 Canopy strata 0 .62* 
Leaf PAR 0.39 
SLDW 0. 71 * * 
58 Canopy strata 0.93* * 
Leaf PAR 0.73 ** 
SLDW 0.80 ** 
65 Canopy strata 0 .77 ** 
Leaf PAR 0.90 ** 
SLDW 0.60 
71 Canopy strata 
Leaf PAR 
SLDW 
79 Canopy strata 
Leaf PAR 
SLDW 
aPAR =Photosynthetically active radiation 
SLDW = Specific leaf dry weight 
* Significant at .05 level of probability 
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Table 7. Changes in dry weight (g/m 2 ) of stems (AWS) during final 14 days 





































Table 8. Correlation matrix involving nine plant and canopy characteristics of four dry bean genotypes (data of Burga-
Mendoza, 1978). 
% ground Leaf Leaf Extine. Number Canopy Canopy 
cover LAI size angle coeff. branches height width 
Leaf Area Index 
(LAI) -0.29 
Leaf size -0.62* 0.22 
Leaf angle 0.54 -0.43 -0.92* * 
Light extinction 
coefficient -0.36 0 .36 0.92* * -0.99 ** 
Number branches 0 .77** -0.68** -0.69* * 0.81 ** -0.74** 
Canopy height -0.54 0.56 0.77** -0.86** -0.81 * * -0.80* * 
Canopy width 0.97** -0.3 5 -0.66* -0 .61 -0.5 3 0.81 * * -0.65 * 
Light interception -0.42 0.83** 0.67* -0.85 * * 0.80 -0.86* * 0.86 -0.51 
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Figure 7. Fitted polynomial regression curves describing rates of pod and seed growth and lengths of 
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Figure 9. A diagrammatic sketch of a bean ideotype, intended for monoculture 
in a favorable environment (Adams, 1973). 
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Sigurbjornsson, former Deputy Director, International Atomic Energy Agency) 
to seek the trait through mutation. We sent seed of Seafarer and Michelite-62 
navy beans to Vienna to the International Atomic Energy Agency for neutron 
and cobalt 60 treatment. M1 seeds were produced in Vicosa, Brazil, during early 
1973, and the M2 generation grown on six acres of land near Okemos, Mich-
igan, in the summer of 1973. Several apparently non-branching plants and some 
multi-branching plants were found in the M2 field. Seed of several of the non-
branching plants from the mutation population were grown in the greenhouse 
in fall of 1973, and one of the line, M17 (Figure 10), was crossed with a plant 
of the tropic black bean, Black Turtle Soup (BTS). 
By 197 6 we had isolated and verified the homozygosity of a lone single-
stem selection from that cross, line #61319, a tall, weak-stemmed, indetermin-
ate but non-viny, rather unproductive specimen, about 80 cm in height (Figure 
11). In the meantime, NEP-2, a white-seeded EMS mutant from the tropical 
black bean, San Fernando, had been crossed with a selection from BTS, and in 
the F 3 an attractive single plant selection had been isolated. Strain 61319 was 
crossed to this (NEP-2 X BTS) segregate in the winter of 1976-77, and F 2 and 
F 3 generations grown in 1977 and 1978, respectively. In the fall of 1978, 
several hundred single plant selections were made in the field; among them 
were a few from this cross. The F 4 generation was grown at La Platina, Chile, 
in the winter of 1978-79. In the summer of 1979, six sister lines from 61319 X 
(NEP-2 X BTS) were yield-tested. These lines appeared outstanding in the 
field for plant height, narrow, erect plant-profile, strong central axis with 3 to 4 
erect basal branches, superior lodging resistance, and excellent pod develop-
ment (Figure 12 ). Yields were among the highest in all tests made during that 
year. One of the apparently realized merits of the new lines was the very low 
proportion of shriveled pods, as compared to the standard Seafarer. Pods 
were mostly 6 to 7 seeded, whereas Seafarer pods are 4 to 5 seeded. In 1980, 
these six sister lines were again outstanding in yield, and one of them, #800418 
(#79045 8 in 1979 tests) was the highest yielding entry in all tests (Table 9). 
Although the architype was conceived and its early development 
undertaken, prior to the time relevant data were available, it is satisfying that 
the data largely support the initial concept. It is true that this concept evolved 
as information became available. Results facilitated refinement and guided the 
direction of selection. Also, we probably accepted what the genetic system-
the gene pools and the results of genetic recombination-gave us once the 
breeding program was tipped in the direction of the original concept. Despite 
major progress, however, the best architype does not have everything that 
research suggests would be yield-promoting. It is significant that the conclusions 
of Tanaka and Fujita (1979) with respect to characteristics which promote 
high yield in beans are similar to those expressed here. 
We do not assert that one architype (or ideotype) will suffice for all 
situations. Several ideal bean architypes, slightly to profoundly different from 
one another, may be required to meet different cultural and/or environmental 
conditions. All of them, however, must fit with the three fundamental architec-
tural design objectives enunciated in the introduction to this paper. 
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Figure 10. The single-stem mutant of Seafarer navy bean, Ml 7, obtained by 
irradiation and used to introduce the single-stem trait into breeding 
populations. 
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Figure 11. A plant of line #61319, a single-stem derivative of Ml 7. 
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Figure 12. A plant of line #790780, representative of current high yielding 
architectural plant type (architype). 
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Table 9. Yield of selected archetypes and standard navy beans at two levels of 
soil compaction, B/B Farm, 1980, Test #0111. 
Level of Comraction 
Minimal Traffic 
Entry cwt/acre cwt/acre 
800405 30.0 27.3 
409 30.4 27 .9 
410 28.6 26.1 
414 31.2 21.8 
418 34.9 32.5 
422 26.3 24.3 
NEP-2 27.1 22.0 
Sanilac 21.1 18.3 
Seafarer 20.5 15 .2 
Tuscola 25.5 19.0 
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BREEDING ALFALFA FOR IMPROVED NITROGEN FIXATION: 
A PHYSIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 
G. H. Heichel* 
ABSTRACT. Improvement of the nitrogen fixation capability of perennial 
legumes is an approach to reducing the dependence of rotational and grass-
land cropping systems upon scarce and expensive manufactured nitrogen 
fertilizers. This paper describes an interdisciplinary team effort to breed alfalfa 
(Medicago sativa L.) for increased nitrogen fixation by selection for associated 
physiological and morphological traits. The results of five years of investigation 
have demonstrated that improvement of nitrogen fixation capability by selec-
tion for desired traits in a glasshouse environment is possible. Field measure-
ments of nitrogen fixation show that the process is affected by the environ-
ment and is coupled to stage of plant development. Inbreeding depression of 
nitrogen fixation during recurrent selection for associated traits was evident. 
Furthermore, the preference of the host for its microsymbiont was inadvertent-
ly modified during breeding. The results show the feasibility of breeding for 
improved nitrogen fixation, the necessity for more information on the genetics 
of the Rbizobium, and the essentiality of field measurements of nitrogen fixa-
tion capacity. 
Index words: Team research, physiological traits, symbiosis, recurrent 
selection, nodule, crop management, Medicago sativa. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the continual increase in the price of N fertilizer, there is sub-
stantial interest among producers and agronomists in the use of perennial 
legumes such as alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) as sources of N in cropping sys-
tems. To develop economical and energy-frugal alternatives to the use of 
manufactured N fertilizers in cropping systems, USDA-ARS initiated a team 
research program, in cooperation with the University of Minnesota, to pursue 
the breeding of alfalfa for improved N 2 -fixation. The rationale for initiating this 
research was (1) to increase energy efficiency in cropping systems by breeding 
alfalfa cultivars with more N 2 -fixation capability than that of cultivars pre-
sently existing, and (2) to apply new developments in N2 -fixation technology 
to crop prOduction systems (LaRue, 1978; Barnes et al., 1981). This paper 
presents a crop physiologist's perspective of the progress made in N2 -fixation 
of alfalfa since the inception of the program five years ago. 
In pursuit of the stated goals, the writer and colleagues (D. K. Barnes 
and C. P. Vance) have followed a scheme of breeding for morphological and 
physiological traits similar to that undertaken by a number of physiology-
breeding teams. Working with agronomically useful germplasm that has 
*Plant Physiologist, USDA-ARS, and Professor, Department of Agronomy and 
lant Genetics, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Cooperative in-
estigation of USDA-ARS and the Minnesota Agric. Exp. Stn. (Scientific 
oumal Series No. 11913). 
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acceptable pest, disease, and insect resistance, simultaneous investigations are 
undertaken to understand the physiology, morphology, biochemistry, and the 
genetics of the crop. We identify variability for desirable characters and traits. 
We develop and verify methods and techniques, and we undertake selection. 
Results of the concurrent approaches are interchanged among the team mem-
bers. Salient features of procedures described herein are amplified in the 
references cited. 
PRELIMINARY SELECTION EXPERIMENTS 
Initial experiments (Seetin and Barnes, 1977) included a survey of al-
falfa germplasm to determine whether there is a range of nitrogenase activity 
that might be exploited. In each of two experiments approximately a four-fold 
variation in nitrogenase activity among ten alfalfa clones as determined by the 
acetylene reduction method was observed (Table 1). However, between the 
two experiments, there was a two-fold change in N 2 -fixation activity. This was 
our first indication that there may be strong environmental control in the 
expression of N 2 -fixation capability of alfalfa. 
To determine whether N 2 -fixation activity is genetically transmissable, 
crosses were made between high x high selections, low x low selections, and 
high x low selections. The results (Table 2) show that progeny from crosses o 
clones with high N 2 -fixation capability tended to have high rates of enzyme 
activity on a per plant basis while those from crosses between individual 
with low rates tended to have low rates of activity. Crosses between plants wi 
high and low rates usually produced progeny intermediate in nitrogenase activ 
ity. Nitrogenase activity seemed to be strongly related to the abundance o 
nodules on the individual plants (Table 2). 
Thus, the preliminary results were encouraging. There seemed to b 
genetic basis for variability in N 2 -fixation capacity that was heritable. Ob 
viously though, more sophisticated and detailed experiments were neede 
to determine whether selection for N2 -fixation capacity could be successful 
RECURRENT SELECTION FOR N2 -FIXATION 
The experimental design started with two adapted and unrelated alfalf 
gene pools, MnNC-4 and MnPL-6. More than 800 seedlings representative 
each of the gene pools were grown in individual plastic sleeves in sandbench 
in the glasshouse. A mixture of five strains of Rhizobium in a commercial i 
oculum preparation was incorporated into the sand before planting and w 
also applied as a slurry onto the sand after planting. The plants were grown t 
first flower, harvested for herbage, and then allowed to regrow to the secon 
flowering stage. Individual plants were then removed from the sandbenc 
shaken free of sand, and assayed for nitrogenase activity or scored for quanti 
cation of morphological traits. Selection in the glasshouse was undertak 
within each gene pool, using the simple phenotypic recurrent selection sche 
shown in Fig. 1, through two cycles for four physiological and morphologic 
traits: T (top weight), N (nodule mass score), F (fibrous root score), and 
(acetylene reduction rate, a measure of nitrogenase activity). Selection w 
undertaken in both the high (H) and low (L) directions. Various members 
the high subpopulations were combined into experimental populations wi 
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fable 1. Nitrogenase activities of 10 clones of alfalfa measured on two occas-
sions. Adapted from Seetin and Barnes (1977). 
Nitrogenase Activity 
N2 -fixation 
::Ione No. Classification Expt. 1 Expt. 2 
µMOLES C2 H4 Por1 HOUR-I 
46 High 20.9 11.5 
68 High 17.2 7.9 
63 High 15.9 7 .9 
73 High 15.1 7.7 
58 High 14.8 7 .1 
13 Low 14.0 8.2 
30 Low 13.1 6.1 
66 Low 12.2 6.3 
72 Low 10.9 5.3 
71 Low 4.7 3.2 
MEAN 13.9 7.2 
LSD (0.05) 4.1 2.1 
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Table 2. Nitrogenase activities and nodule mass scores of single crosses among 
selected alfalfa clones listed in Table 1. Adapted from Seetin and 
Barnes (1977) . 
Entry 
46 x 68 
58 x 46 
68 x 71 
13 x 71 
30 x 71 
N2 -fixation 
Classification 
high x high 
high x high 
high x low 
lowx low 
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CYCLE OF SELECTION 
SELECTION INTENSITY SELECTION SCHEME 
2 20% HA 
I HB-B (1%) 
l 14% A HB-B C20%) 
0 ORIGINAL GENE POOL 
~
l 14% LT LN LF LA 
I I I I 
2 20% LT LN LF LA 
Figure 1. Simple recurrent phenotypic selection program to produce alfalfa subpopulations with contrasting N2 -fixation 
capabilities. H indicates selection of individual plants in the high direction, L in the low direction, for T = top 
weight, N = nodule mass score, F = fibrous root score, and A = acetylene reduction rate per plant (a measure of 
nitrogenase activity). Selection was undertaken in each of two original gene pools, MnNC and MnPL. Adapted 





















putative improvement in N 2 -fixation capacity using an index system that 
assigned weights to each of the four traits. Further details of plant culture, 
assay, and selection are given by Viands et al. (1982). 
The selection scheme in Fig. 1 provided plants to test the outcome 
of the selection protocol in the glasshouse as well as ramets, experimental 
populations, and experimental subpopulations for comparisons of glasshouse 
and field performance. 
Response to selection 
Compared with the original gene pools, significant responses to selec-
tion in the glasshouse for nodule mass score and for nitrogenase activity were 
observed after two cycles (Figs. 2 and 3 ). Across both gene pools, selection for 
numerous nodules was relatively more successful than selection for fewer 
nodules. In MnNC, selection for high nitrogenase activity was as successful as 
selection for low activity (Fig. 3). In MnPL the divergence in selection was not 
nearly so marked because the assays were performed under high glasshouse 
temperatures that tended to depress nodule function. Thus, the data derived 
from these two populations should not be directly compared because they were 
obtained under different environmental conditions. Nevertheless, the results of 
two cycles of bidirectional selection clearly illustrate that morphological 
(nodule mass score) and physiological (nitrogenase activity) traits associated 
with N2 -fixation capability are amenable to selection under glasshouse condi-
tions. These concepts have recently been confirmed in selection experiments in 
other alfalfa germplasms (Duhigg et al. , 1978 ; Hoffman and Melton, 1981). 
Comparisons of glasshouse and field performance 
The results of selection for N 2 -fixation capability in the glasshouse neces-
sarily must translate to field performance. The isotope dilution technique 
(Legg and Sloger, 1975; Heichel et al., 1981a) was chosen to evaluate the N2-
fixation , under field conditions, of some of the materials which resulted from 
the selection program. Microplots were established in the field by enclosing 
undisturbed soil columns in 1 m 2 square redwood frames. The soil in the 
microplots was treated with a solution of (1 5 NH4 ) 2 S04 , followed by thorough 
mixing of the surface 15 cm, two to three weeks before establishment of ex-
perimental plantings. This mixing and incubation was done so that the added N 
would equilibrate with the readily exchangeable soil N to allow equivalent 
mineralization of added isotope and indigenous N. The added 1 5 N, 0.4 kg/ha, 
was insufficient to inhibit nodulation. 
After establishment by seeding or as transplants, the alfalta plants were 
grown for the entire season and sampled periodically by harvesting herbage or 
whole plants. Reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea) was grown as the non-
N2-fixing control. A preliminary washing of the root system was done in the 
field to remove adhering soil particles when whole plants were sampled. Plants 
were subsequently transported to the laboratory and scrupulously washed with 
deionized water. Following drying, grinding, and a conventional Kjeldahl 
analysis, an aliquot of the condensed Kjeldahl distillate was subjected to 1 5 N 
analysis by mass spectrometry. 
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Figure 2. Results of two cycles of selection for high (HN) and low (LN) nodule mass score in each of two unre-
lated alfalfa gene pools, MnNC (NC) and MnPL (PL). Nodule mass score ranged from 1 (few nodules) 
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Figure 3. Results of two cycles of selection for high (HA) and low (LA) acetylene reduction (a measure of nitrogenase 
~r,.;.,;,..,\ ;" P<>rh of two unrelated alfalfa gene pools. MnNC (NC) and MnPL (PL). Adapted from Viands et al. 
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Symbiotic N 2 fixation was calculated as N 2 -fixed on a land area or 
plant basis (Nf) or as the proportion of total N derived from symbiosis (Nsy>· 
Nitrogen fixed on a land area basis was Nf = (Nsy)(total N yield/m 2 ). Nsy was 
calculated as 100-lOO(atom % excess 1 5 N in legume sample/atom % excess 1 5 N 
in nonlegume sample). The assumptions involved in applying these formulae 
have been discussed elsewhere (Legg and Sloger, 1975; Heichel et al., 1981a). 
Nitrogen fixation of contrasting clones 
The first experiments to compare the N 2 -fixation capability of alfalfa 
under glasshouse and field conditions were undertaken with ramets of 20 
alfalfa clones. Ten clones with low N2 -fixation potential were chosen from the 
LA subpopulations of MnNC and MnPL after one cycle of selection (Fig. 1). 
Ten clones with high N 2 -fixation potential were similarly chosen from the HA 
subpopulations of MnNC and MnPL. These clones were vegetatively propagated 
in the glasshouse, and ramets were transplanted to the microplots in May for 
isotope dilution experiments. 
A significant range in N 2 -fixation capability was observed among the 
clones throughout the growing season (Table 3). During the first harvest 
interval (column I), the best clones derived about 50% of their N2 from sym-
biosis and the balance from the soil. The poorest clones derived practically 
none of their N from symbiosis. The poorer clones were not unusual by having 
abnormal or ineffective nodules. The range of performance observed simply 
represents the variation for N2 -fixation present within adapted alfalfa popula-
tions. This range of variation was further illustrated in successive harvests 
(Table 3). 
The proportion of N derived from symbiosis increased during the 
second harvest interval (Table 3), and significant differences among entries 
were still apparent. The best clones derived about 80% of their N2 from sym-
biosis and the poorest about 50% during this period. 
Nitrogen fixation of all entries had declined during the third harvest 
interval, the poorer clones failing substantially more than the better ones. The 
decline in N 2 -fixation was most marked during the last harvest interval (Table 3 ), 
although significant differences among entries were still evident. The noticeable 
interchanging of ranks among entries across harvest intervals suggested a strong 
interaction of plant genotype with environment or stage of growth. 
The seasonal average proportion of N from symbiosis was compared 
with the glasshouse classification of N 2 -fixation potential to assess the associa-
tion between seasonal field performance and short-term glasshouse assay 
(Ta hie 4). Seven of the ten clones originally designated as having high ( +) 
potential ranked among the top ten in average field performance. Seven of the 
ten clones designated as having low (-) potential based upon glasshouse per-
formance were among the poorest ten in the field. Paradoxically, however, 
three of the clones that performed well in the glasshouse performed poorest 
in the field, and three that performed poorest in the glasshouse ranked best 
in the field (Table 4 ). This qualification notwithstanding, overall the glasshouse 
evaluation had relatively high predictive value for field N 2 -fixation perform-
ance. Further experiments are underway to assess the repeatability of these 
rankings in successive growing seasons. However, these results from a single 
Table 3. Range of field performance in four successive harvests of alfalfa clones selected for high(+) and low(-) N2 -fixation 
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Table 4. Comparison of average field N 2 -fixation performance with classification (+ = high, - = low) from short term > 
glasshouse assays of nitrogenase activity. I:""' 
'Tl 




N from Herbage C2 H2 Reduction Herbage > 
Clone Symbiosisa Yield Classification Ra teb Yield z ::::j 




6 68.9 2.26 0.05 1.00 tT1 z 
9 67.7 3.86 0.01 3.90 'Tl 
10 66.6 2.98 0.06 4.78 ->< 
5 66.2 2.39 + 0.55 3.50 > 
2 63 .2 2.71 + 0.22 3.90 ::l 0 4 62.2 2.39 + 0.60 5.38 z 
1 61.1 3.17 + 0.27 2.85 
3 61.1 3.11 + 0.48 4.73 
11 61.1 1.72 + 0.90 4.76 
12 58.4 2.30 + 1.06 7.44 
7 55 .6 1.73 0.08 1.75 
8 54.6 2.09 0.02 3.04 
17 50.7 1.25 0.03 0.51 
18 46 .0 1.54 0.10 0.23 
14 44.5 1.50 + 0.75 6 .13 
16 40.4 0.70 0.08 0.48 
15 39.2 1.50 + 0.86 4.93 
13 34.3 1.06 + 0.94 4.28 
20 23 .2 0.51 0.04 0.29 
19 16.7 0 .32 0 .10 0.43 
a 
Seasonal means: five replications of 3 harvests from clones vegetatively propagated from original glasshouse selection. N 
bObservations of single plants derived from seed and sampled during the second flowering cycle. °' Vl
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year foster optimism that there is genetic variability for N 2 -fixation capability 
of alfalfa expressed under field conditions. 
Nitrogen fixation of experimental populations 
Using the selection index described by Viands et al. (1982), plants from 
each of the four high subpopulations from each germplasm (Fig. 1) were com-
bined into an "elite" population called MnNC-5 and another called MnPL-8, 
both of which have a putative improvement in N 2 -fixation capability. Although 
it would have been best to compare the selected experimental populations with 
the original unselected counterpart of each, insufficient seed of the original 
gene pools precluded this option. Consequently, the adapted cultivar 'Saranac' 
was used as a control for comparisons of the seasonal N 2 -fixation capability of 
the selected populations. 
Nitrogen fixation of MnNC-5 and MnPL-8 measured either as Nf or 
Nsy was significantly greater than that of Saranac at first harvest (Table 5). 
At the second harvest the superiority of the experimental populations was still 
evident, although the absolute differences among entries were smaller. By the 
third harvest N2 -fixation of MnPL-8 had started to decline, but the perform-
ance of MnNC-5 was still superior to that of Saranac. Harvest by entry inter-
action for N 2 -fixation performance was also evident between the second and 
third harvests. All entries performed similarly at fourth harvest. Over the course 
of the growing season, the average N 2 -fixation of the experimental populations 
was greater than that of Saranac, with the principal advantage being shown by 
first harvest. MnNC-5 and MnPL-8 performed similarly throughout the course 
of the growing season, in conformity with their glasshouse performance at all 
stages of selection (Viands et al., 1982). 
The three entries on the average obtained about 41 % of their N from 
symbiosis during the establishment year (Table 5). During the second and third 
harvest intervals, MnNC derived nearly two-thirds of its total N from symbiosis. 
In comparison, it has been reported that soybean (Glycine max) obtained 39 
to 66% of its N needs from symbiosis (Deibert et al., 1979; Ham, 1978; Legg 
and Sloger, 1975). White clover (Trifolium repens) and subterranean clover 
(T. subterraneum) derived more than 80% of their N budget from the atmos-
phere (Edmeades and Goh, 1978; Phillips and Bennett, 1978). On a land area 
basis, the three alfalfa entries in this study averaged about 13.5 g/m2 (135 kg/ha) 
of fixed N over the growing season. This rate of N 2 -fixation is similar to that 
measured for subterranean (Phillips and Bennett, 1978) and white clovers 
(Edmeades and Goh, 1978) by isotope techniques, but 30 to 50% more than 
most values measured on soybeans (Deibert et al., 1979; Ham, 1978; Legg 
and Sloger, 197 5). 
The observation of significant harvest by entry interactions throughout 
the growing season and of a 3 7% difference in stand density among entries 
suggested that further comparisons of the experimental populations with the 
standard cultivar should be made on an individual-plant basis. Daily rates of 
N2 -fixation per plant closely mirrored daily growth rates (Fig. 4). Although 
growth and N2 -fixation are necessarily closely coupled, the extent of this 
coupling depends upon whether other N sources are available to the plant. In 
two of the three entires, rate of soil N uptake also increased between the first 
and second harvest indicating that some of the N needs of the plants were being 
met through nitrate uptake and reduction. 
Table 5. Nitrogen fixation of the alfalfa cultivar 'Saranac' and two experimental populations measured by the isotope > 
t"' 
dilution technique at Rosemount, MN. Adapted from Viands et al. (1982) "tj 
> 
t"' 
SARANAC MnNC5 MnPL8 
"tj 
> 
Nl Nsy b Nf Nsy Nf Nsy z ->-l 
-2 -2 -2 
:;i::l 





(7-1-77) 0.4 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 5.1 2.0 ± 0.6 29.4 ± 8.2 1.3 ± 0.3 25.6 ± 6.1 ->< 
~ 
Harvest 2 0 
(8-2-7 7) 3.8 ± 0.4 54.8 ± 5.0 4 .8 ± 0.5 63.3 ± 7.1 5.7 ± 0.3 64.8 ± 3.2 
z 
Harvest 3 
(9-14-77) 5.4 ± 0.7 52.1 ± 6.8 8.7 ± 0.4 66.8 ± 3.1 4.7 ± 0.4 58.5 ± 5.2 
Harvest 4 
(10-17-77) 1.3 ± 0.5 24.2 ± 10.0 1.5 ± 0.2 18.8 ± 11.7 0.8 ± 0.4 20.1±10.9 
Total Nf (g m-2 ) 
or mean Nsy (%) 10.9 35.5 ± 10.7 17.0 44.6 ± 12.0 12.5 42.3 ± 11.3 
a = symbiotic nitrogen fixation expressed on a land area basis. 
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Figure 4. Average rates of growth (G), symbiotic nitrogen fixation (SNF), and soil nitrogen uptake (SNU) 
over each - of four harvest intervals in the seeding year of (A) Saranac, (B) MnNC-5 and (C) 
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The slow growth and N 2 fixation rates of the first haivest inteival in-
creased several fold through the second or third haivest. The onset of dor-
mancy occurred earlier in the season (between the second and third haivests) 
in MnPL-8 than in MnNC-5 or Saranac (Fig. 4). Accompanying the onset of 
dormancy were reductions in growth rate, rate of N 2 -fixation, and rate of soil 
N uptake. The dormancy reaction clearly mediated the N2 fixation of all 
entries. Beside the clear implication that knowledge of the dormancy reaction 
of alfalfas would be valuable information for use in breeding for N 2 -fixation, 
comparison of Fig. 4 and Table 5 also illustrates another fact; namely, N2 -
fixation performance of plants in communities may differ substantially from 
the performance of individual plants within the community. This is exemplified 
first by the relatively poor performance of a community of Saranac plants 
(Table 5) compared with the relatively good performance of certain individual 
plants in that community (Fig. 4 ). Secondly, individual plants of MnNC-5 and 
MnPL-8 performed quite differently although their respective communities 
performed alike. 
Improvement of performance on a crop community rather than on an 
individual plant basis should be a principle goal of a breeding program for 
N2 -fixation. This is so because measurements of N2 fixation on a community 
basis are better (more representative of the true situation) than those of in-
dividuals within a community because the heterozygosity among individuals 
makes statistically sound predictions of community performance from individ-
ual performance uncertain at best. Moreover, the characteristics of the com-
munity (plant density, leaf area, mutual shading, pests, physical stress) will 
differentially affect the performance of individuals in the community at various 
stages of ontogeny, regardless of the genetic nature of the genome. 
Nitrogen fixation of experimental subpopulations 
Nitrogen fixation of the original, unselected MnNC and MnPL gene 
pools was compared with that of the eight subpopulations resulting from the 
first cycle of glasshouse biselection for A, N, F, and T (Fig. 1). Glasshouse 
experiments (Fig. 3, 4 ; Viands et al., 1982) showed significant selection 
progress for A, N, F , and T in both H and L directions. When the MnNC-4 
entries were grown in the field, significant differences of Nsy among entries 
averaged across the three haivests were obseived (Table 6). Differences in 
herbage mass among HN, LN, and the original gene pool were also apparent in 
the field . 
Despite the significant improvement in A obseived in glasshouse selec-
tion the HA subpopulation obtained less N from symbiosis than a population of 
the original gene pool (Table 6). The HA and LA subpo1;mlations differed 
slightly in Nsy under field conditions and resembed the per plant nitrogenase 
activities observed in the glasshouse. Interestingly, selection in the glasshouse 
for increased herbage mass tended to decrease N sy compared with the original 
gene pool, but selection for decreased herbage mass tended to increase Nsy· 
These results suggest that selection for increased herbage yield is probably not 
an effective procedure to increase N 2 -fixation on an individual plant basis. 
Some of the results from the MnNC gene pool were also exemplified 
by the MnPL gene pool (Table 7). The two gene pools were consistent.in show-
ing that one cycle of selection for physiological and morph_ological traits ~n ~he 
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Table 6. Herbage mass and proportion of nitrogen from symbiosis (Nsy) 
averaged over three harvests in MnNC-4 and subpopulations from one 
cycle of bidirectional recurrent selection. Adapted from Heichel 
et al. (1981c) . 
Entry Herbage Mass Nsy 
(g plant) (%) 
Original germplasm 
MnNC-4 0.20 72.0 
1st cycle subpopulations 
MnNC-6-HA 0.26 68.0 
-LA 0.24 62.2 
-HF 0.27 51.1 
-LF 0.26 51.5 
-HN 0.32 51.4 
-LN 0.31 49.2 
-HT 0.22 63 .9 
-LT 0.23 77 .7 
LSD (0.05) 0.07 10.8 
Table 7. Herbage mass and proportion of nitrogen from symbiosis (Nsy> 
averaged over three harvests in MnPL-6 and subpopulations from one 
cycle of bidirectional recurrent selection. Adapted from Heichel 
et al. (1981c). 
Entry Herbage Mass Nsy 
(g plant) (%) 
Original population 
MnPL-6 0.46 78.9 
1st cycle subpopulations 
MnPL-8-HA 0.32 69.4 
-LA 0.40 59.8 
-HF 0.32 49.4 
-LF 0.36 58.0 
-HN 0.43 58.1 
-LN 0.43 70.9 
-HT 0.27 77.2 
-LT 0.36 81.4 
LSD (0.05) 0.07 9.9 
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glasshouse did not materially improve seasonal N 2 -fixation in field evaluations 
of selected materials. It was encouraging, however, that the divergent perform-
ance between HA and LA evident in the glasshouse (Fig. 4) was maintained in 
the field (Table 7). 
Some of the less-than-anticipated improvement may be attributable to 
inbreeding depression for Ns compared with the original gene pool. This is 
plausible considering that each of the subpopulations was derived by intercross-
ing only 14% of the best or poorest individuals for each trait from the original 
population of 800 plants of each gene pool in the glasshouse. 
Inbreeding followed by small but consistent differences between HA . 
and LA subpopulations in the field support the concept that N 2 -fixation of 
alfalfa is under genetic control. It is apparent, however, that the field environ-
ment substantially modified the differences in N 2 -fixation performance dis-
played by the glasshouse selection procedures. This is reasonably expected 
because one experiment was done with vegetative propagules (ramets), the 
other with recurrent selection. The full implications of these results await the 
evaluation of subpopulations from the second cycle of selection. 
SELECTION EFFECTS ON HOST-RHIZOBIUM COMPATABILITY 
To learn whether selection for plant traits associated with N2 -fixation 
capability had modified the preference of the host for specific rhizobial strains, 
antibiotic resistant mutants of strains of Rhizobium were used to measure 
rhizobial nodule occupancy (Hardarson et al., in press). Plant material was the 
unselected MnNC and MnPL gene pools, the second cycle selections, and the 
F 1 from a cross between two second cycle selections. 
The unselected and selected alfalfa populations developed for enhanced 
N2 -fixation capacity differed significantly in preference for indigenous and two 
inoculated strains of effective antibiotic mutant bacteria (Table 8). Compared 
with nodules from MnNC-4, nodules of MnNC-7 showed a significantly reduced 
occupancy by indigenous strains, an increased occupancy by 102F51 strra, and 
no change in occupancy by 102F77 spcr. The comparison of strains from 
nodules of MnPL-6 and MnPL-10 indicated no significant changes in proportion 
of nodules containing indigenous bacteria. The proportion of nodules contain-
ing containing 102F51 s~a was significantly greater in MnPL-10 than in 
MnPL-6. Conversely, the proportion of nodules occupied by 102F77 sp~ was 
significantly less in MnPL-10 than in MnPL-6. The nodule occupancy character-
istics of the single cross were most similar to those of the MnPL-6 population. 
The selected alfalfa populations had greater preference for strain 
102F51 s~a than did the unselected alfalfa populations. This mutant was 
developed from a strain of Rhizobium which was a component of the commer-
cial inoculum used when the alfalfa populations were selected for enhanced 
N2 fixation capacity. Thus it is probable that the preference of alfalfa for the 
inoculated strains was modified by using this inoculum during plant selection. 
Similar experiments were undertaken with the Hand L subpopulations 
of MnNC selected for specific plant traits (Fig. 1). The rhizobial strain occu-
pancy of nodules of the original MnNC-4 gene pool was different from that of 
the selected subpopulations (Table 9). In general the subpopulations had a 
higher % nodule occupancy by indigenous strains and lower% occupancy of 
the ineffective strain 102F62 spcrb than did the original MnNC-4 gene pool. 
Table 8. Nodule occupancy by indigenous and antibiotic-mutant strains of Rhizobium in two alfalfa populations before 
and after selection for enhanced nitrogenase activity and the F 1 . Adapted from Hardarson et al. (In press.) 
Entry 
MnNC-4 (original) 
MnNC-7 (2nd cycle) 
MnPL-6 (original) 











(% of nodules) 
12 a 41 b 
23 b 49 b 
12 a S4 b 
31 b 28 a 
lS ab SS b 
*Means followed by the same letter in a column are not statistically different at O.OS level of probability according to 
Duncan's Multiple Range Test. 
N 
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Again, this is rather good evidence that selection for plant traits associated with 
N 2 -fixation capability unexpectedly modified the preference of the alfalfa 
plant for the rhizobial strain. 
To gain further insight into these phenomena, rhizobial strains were iso-
lated from nodules of individual plants of the selected subpopulations that had 
been grown in unsterilized field soil in the glasshouse. The isolates were evalu-
ated for effectiveness by inoculating them onto seedlings of a common control, 
'Saranac,' followed by measurements of seedling growth and nodulation. This 
experiment revealed that as a group isolates of Rhizobium from high subpopu-
lations tended to produce seedlings with greater phytomass than did isolates of 
Rhizobium from subpopulations selected for low levels of traits (Table 10). 
There seemed to be no large change in the number of nodules per seedling, 
although seedlings with isolates from LF and LN had fewer nodules than 
others. 
Information from the experiments with rhizobial mutants provides 
strong evidence that host selection for physiological and morphological traits 
associated with N 2 -fixation of alfalfa unexpectly modified host-Rhizobium 
compatibility. This suggests that the genetics of the Rhizobium must be con-
sidered in selection of host plants for N 2 -fixation capability. 
MANAGEMENT IN RELATION TO NITROGEN FIXATION 
Prior discussion has focused on the improvement of N 2 -fixation by 
selection for physiological and morphological traits. Beneficial modifications of 
alfalfa to improve its utility as a N source in a cropping system, however, will 
be for naught unless the crop community is managed for efficient return of N 
to the soil for utilization by subsequent crops. The impact of management 
practices during the growing season upon N 2 fixation-capability of perennial 
legumes is beyond the scope of this article. The salient features of the bio-
chemical, ultrastructural, and physiological changes involved are discussed 
elsewhere (Vance et al., 1979, 1980; Cralle and Heichel, 1981). However, we 
have conducted experiments to measure N 2 -fixation of alfalfa in the field 
through successive cuttings and successive years on the same stand (Heichel 
et al., 1981b). Using 1 5 N to trace N partitioning in the plant, N budgets were 
computed for two managements options, either a mid- to late summer (July-
August) or a late fall plowing (mid-October) to incorporate alfalfa into the 
soil. 
The yields of herbage and total plants (including roots and crowns) 
followed the usual decline from first to last harvest during the seeding and first 
full production year (Table 11). In the seeding year, Nsy was low t:arly in the 
season, increased during midseason, and declined in late summer. This pattern 
of N 2 fixation is similar to that discussed earlier (Fig. 4). During the first 
production year, which was abnormally wet during midseason, Nsy was greatest 
during the first harvest interval and subsequently declined throughout the 
season. Total N fixation for the season, about 190 kg N/ha, was the same in 
both years although the seasonal yield of herbage was smaller in the seeding 
year (7,710 kg D.M./ha) than in the first production year (12,100 kg D.M./ha). 
Although N 2 -fixation of alfalfa totaled 190 kg N /ha in both years, only 
a portion of the N can be returned to the soil for use by a succeeding crop. 
This is because a portion of the symbiotically fixed N is removed from the 
Table 9. Nodule occupancy by indigenous and antibiotic-mutant rhizobial strains in MnNC-4 and subpopulations derived 





MnNC-4 75 2 22 
High subpopulations 
MnNC-6-HA 90* 5 4* 
-HN 88 6 6* 
-HT 89 4 7* 
-HF 81 7 12 
Mean 87.0* 5.5 * 7 .2* 
Low subpopulations 
MnNC-6-LA 81 1 18 
-LN 88 3 9 
-LT 86 7 7* 
-LF 87 2 11 
Mean 85.5* 3.2 11 .3* 
:c m -(j 
:c m 
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Table 10. Dry weight and nodulation of Saranac alfalfa seedlings by indigenous 
rhizobial strains isolated from alfalfa subpopulations derived by bi-









































Table 11. Yield and nitrogen fixation of Saranac alfalfa at the Rosemount Experiment Station during the seeding and 
first production years. Total plant yield is herbage, crowns, and recovered roots. Adapted from Heichel et al. 
(1981 b.) 
Seeding Year Harvests 1st Production Year Harvests 
lI III II III IV 
(7-12) (8-30) (10-20) (6-1) (7-18) (8-29) (10-17) 
Herbage Yield 3503 3054 1156 4042 3402 3279 1404 
(kg D.M./ha) 
Total Plant Yield 4132 4704 2122 6175 5288 5535 3402 
(kg D.M./ha) 
Nsy a(%) 49 81 58 62 34 36 29 
Total Nitrogen Fixed 57 ± 8 102 ± 13 34 ± 4 86 ± 11 35 ± 4 49 ± 7 22 ± 3 
(kg N/ha ± S.E.) 
aNsy = the proportion of nitrogen in the plant derived from the atmostphere by symbiotic nitrogen fixation. (100 - Nsy) = 




Table 12. Nitrogen budget of Saranac alfalfa showing the allocation of symbiotically-fixed and soil-derived nitrogen among > r plant parts and the input of nitrogen to the soil with two management options. Adapted from Heichel et al. 'Tl 
(1981b.) > r 
'Tl 
Seeding Year Harvests 1st Production Year Harvests > z 
I II Ill I II III IV -...., 
(7-12) (8-30) (10-20) (6-1) (7-18) (8-29) (10-17) :;o 
0 
Total Nitrogen Fixed 57 ± 8 102 ± 13 34 ± 4 86 ± 11 35 ± 4 49 ± 7 22 ± 3 0 t"r1 
(kg N/ha ± S.E.) z 
'Tl 
Herbage 52 74 22 65 25 35 12 ->< 
Roots & Crown 5 28 12 21 10 14 10 > ...., -Nitrogen From Soil 61 25 25 53 67 89 55 0 z 
(kg N/ha) 
Herbage 54 18 16 40 47 63 29 
Roots & Crown 7 7 9 13 20 26 26 
OPTIONS 
Plow 10-20 or 10-17 
N input/harvest (kg/ha) .49a +10 +34 -19 -37 -49 +22 
Cumulative N input (kg/ha) -49 -39 -5 -19 -56 -105 -83 
Plow 8-30 or 8-29 
N input/harvest (kg/ha) -49 +102 -19 -37 +49 
Cumulative N input (kg/ha) -49 +53b -19 -56 -7 
aNitrogen input harvest= Fixed nitrogen in roots+ crown returned to soil (5) - soil nitrogen harvested in herbage (54) = -49. N 




land, with the rest remaining in unharvested crown and roots, when the alfalfa 
is harvested for hay. The N available for incorporation into the soil depends 
upon the time of year when incorporation occurs and the proportion of the 
plant that is N-rich herbage compared with relatively N-poor crown and roots. 
The N budget in Table 12 illustrates the N enrichment or depletion of the soil 
when alfalfa is incorporated by either fall or late summer plowing. 
The data from N isotope analyses permitted calculation of the amounts 
of symbiotically-fixed and soil-derived N in the herbage and roots plus crowns 
at each harvest. If two herbage harvests are taken in the seeding year followed 
by herbage regrowth before plowing on October 20, the early season N deficit 
is nearly replaced by late season N-fixation so that a net loss of 5 kg N/ha 
occurred. In contrast removal of one herbage harvest followed by plowdown 
of the lush regrowth on August 30 results in an input of 53 kg N/ha. Removal 
of three herbage harvests during the first production year followed by incor-
poration of late season aftermath on October 17 resulted in a cumulative loss 
of 83 kg N/ha. Incorporation of the third harvest on August 29 instead of 
removal as hay reduced the N loss to only 7 kg N /ha. Clearly the benefits 
gained from improved N-fixation will strongly depend upon how the perennial 
legume is managed. Indeed, management practices for maximum N return to 
the cropping system may differ from those practiced to maximize seasonal 
herbage yields. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Our research has demonstrated that N 2 -fixation capability of alfalfa is 
partly controlled by the host genome and partly by the genome of the micro-
symbiont. Further, we have shown that this metabolic process can be modified 
by selecting for associated physiological and morphological traits. Nodule mass 
is the most important morphological trait associated with short term glasshouse 
assays of nitrogenase activity on a per plant basis. Field experiments to test 
the pervasiveness of the glasshouse selection procedures have shown that N 2 -
fixation capability is strongly affected by the environment and by the host 
selection method used during selection. Nitrogen fixation capability is strongly 
controlled by the fall dormancy reaction of alfalfa, varies with crop ontogeny, 
and is subject to inbreeding depression during recurrent selection. Breeding of 
alfalfa for high levels of N 2 -fixation capability inadvertently modified the 
preference of the host for its microsymbiont. Nodules of selected alfalfas 
tended to be occupied by more effective isolates of Rbizobium than did 
nodules of unselected alfalfa. The benefits realized from using forage legumes 
as N sources in rotational cropping systems greatly depend upon how the 
legume is managed. These results exemplify the challenges confronting the 
breeder, biochemist, and physiologist as they attempt to improve the N2 -
fixation capability of crop communities of perennial legumes. 
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McDERMITT'S METHOD FOR RELATING ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION 
OF PLANT MATERIALS TO RESPIRATION AND YIELD 
R. S. Loomis 1 
ABSTRACT. A new, short-cut method for determination of growth-yields and 
efficiency is presented together with the history of its development. Elemental 
analyses of organic compounds (individually or collectively as biomass) are the 
basis for simple estimates of the amounts of substrate carbon and electrons 
conserved during synthesis, and of associated respiratory gas exchanges. Taking 
glucose as a standard substrate, synthesis requirements are termed Glucose 
Equivalent (GE, mole glucose/mole product) or Glucose Value (GV, g product/ 
g glucose). GV is analogous to the true growth-yield. Comparisons of GV with 
growth-yields calculated from biochemical pathways (PV) show that PV = 
.88 (± .01 s.d.) GV. The glucose requirement is also a close predictor of the 
heat of combustion of the product. 
Index words: Biomass, elemental analysis, energy content, glucose 
equivalent, growth efficiency, yield. 
INTRODUCTION 
Scientific progress, like family trees, sometimes follows strange path-
ways. Such is the case for recent findings relating growth yields and respiratory 
activities to elemental analyses of plant biomass (McDermitt and Loomis, 
1981a). A summary of those findings with historical perspective are presented 
here. 
RESPIRATION ASSOCIATED WITH SYNTHESIS AND MAINTENANCE 
Respiration involves the oxidation of reduced carbon substrates, such 
as sugar, to carbon dioxide. Most of the energy released on oxidation is cap-
tured by energy carriers such as ATP and reducing agents such as NADH2 • 
These are then employed in the synthesis of new biomass and in maintenance. 
A simple summary of the overall process is presented in Table 1. 
Early plant physiologists concentrated their studies of respiration on 
the emerging knowledge of the biochemical pathways involved. Except for 
occasional references to " ground," "wound," and " salt" respiration, little 
attention was given to the work requirements of living plants. Even today, the 
concept of respiration in association with syntheses and maintenance is not 
presented in the textbooks of plant physiology. 
In the 1960s expanding studies on the photosynthetic productivity of 
crop plants quickly brought the magnitude of respiratory losses into focus. It 
seemed that at least 20 to 25 percent of the new assimilates of a crop were 
lost to C02 under the best conditions-rapid photosynthesis by young plants 
I 
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Table 1. A summary of energy relations in the respiration of one mole of 
glucose sugar. 
Overall reaction 
C6H1206 +602 --+ 6C02 +6H20 
glucose + oxygen --+ carbon dioxide + water 
A mole of glucose weighs 180 g and releases 670 kcal of energy on 
combustion. 
Formation of energy carriers and reductant 
In the process, 24 electrons are stripped from carbon and transferred 
to oxygen. 
That electron transfer is " closely coupled" to formation of ATP and 
NADH2 so that: 
1 glucose yields 24 e- equivalent to 36 ATP or 12 NADH2 
with small biomass. With large biomass and low light for photosynthesis, respira-
tion losses could amount to 90 percent or more of photosynthate use. Clearly, 
respiration has important consequences to crop yield. It became important to 
know the extent that this is really necessary . 
Our involvement in respiration studies was influenced strongly by two 
people. The first was K. J. McCree, a visitor to our laboratory in 1967-68. 
While in new Zealand, McCree carried out an elegant experiment with clover 
which allowed him to distinguish the maintenance and synthesis components of 
plant respiration. That paper was a key contribution to the symposium at 
Trebon, Czechoslovakia (McCree, 1970). A distinction between synthesis and 
maintenance had long been recognized by animal scientists (Kleiber, 1932; 
Brody, 1945) and microbiologists (Ducleaux, 1898), and it turned out that 
McCree's experiment had analogies to the chemostat methods now used by 
bacteriologists (Pirt, 1965). The concept was new to most plant physiologists, 
however, and it provided a new framework for thinking about crop productivity. 
The other influential person was C. T. de Wit of the Netherlands. As 
a Centennial Professor of Agriculture at Davis in 1968, he introduced us to the 
concept of dynamic, crop-growth models. These models not only provide a 
means for quantitative calculations of respiration, but they also require accurate 
knowledge of respiration in their programs. De Wit was persistent with ques-
tions about how to model respiration. McCree's ideas and the concept of 
"close coupling," which had emerged in the 1960s from basic plant research in 
several laboratories, seemed important. The idea of close coupling is that 
respiration is limited to the regeneration of the ATP and reductant used in 
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act1v1t1es such as syntheses. So it seemed that if one were to add up those 
other activities and their use of ATP and reductant, respiration could be pre-
dicted quantitatively. The biochemical charts of the 1960s showed hundreds of 
enzymes and intermediates in the pathways for synthesis of plant biomass. By 
following each pathway, a balance of assimilate use, synthesis respiration, and 
product formation should result. Clearly, this would be a large task-in fact, 
I once asserted it could not be done. De Wit encouraged a young Dutch stu-
dent, F. W. T. Penning de Vries, to undertake the task. The resulting paper by 
Penning de Vries et al. (1974) is discussed by McCree in this series. Basically, 
that method can be used to calculate substrate use, product yield, and C02 
production related to biosynthesis. 
Our studies of respiration began with attempts to repeat the McCree 
experiment with sugar beet and to employ chemostat methods with suspen-
sion cultures of higher plant cells (Hunt, 1974). The experiments were not 
successful, but Hunt did make progress with the introduction of synthesis and 
maintenance concepts into a dynamic crop model (Hunt and Loomis, 1979) 
and with the determination of the substrate dependence and growth yields of 
plant cells (Hunt and Loomis, 1976). Later, maintenance and synthesis respira-
tion activities were measured for whole radish plants by the dark starvation 
technique (Lopes, 1979), and Penning de Vries' method for calculation of 
synthesis costs was included in a cell physiology model of nitrogen assimilation 
(Novoa, 1979; Novoa et al., 1981). 
THE CONSERVATION OF CARBON AND ELECTRONS DURING SYN-
THESIS 
A recent breakthrough, which is the heart of our story, had its origins 
with certain problems in that cell physiology model. D. K. McDermitt seemed 
an ideal person to solve those and to proceed with a simpler, larger model of 
nitrogen assimilation by crops. His interests in agricultural ecology were cou-
pled with prior studies in cell physiology and an excellent understanding of 
chemical kinetics. As a post-doctoral scientist at Davis, he wished to pre-
pare himself for a career in crop ecology. The modeling project, coupled with 
field experiments, seemed like an excellent experience. 
Things did not go as planned. McDermitt did not acquire a love for 
the Novoa model as a starting point. To him, it was too large and too complex, 
and the enormous programming for Penning de Vries' calculations on each 
amino acid did not seem germane. As McDermitt and J. H. Silsbury, a visitor 
from Australia, struggled to grasp the logic of Penning de Vries' approach, a 
new notion gradually emerged. It seemed that perhaps the biochemical path-
way analyses simply counted the numbers of carbon atoms and electrons 
(reducing power and energy) which were conserved in the final products of 
metabolism. An important clue came from older work by J. Myers (1949) in 
which stoichiometric balances between inputs of C02 , water, and nitrogen 
and outputs of biomass and oxygen were measured for algae. When the algae 
were fed nitrate (N03-), a different assimilatory quotient (ratio of C02 /02 
exchanged) resulted than with ammonium (NHt). This was predictable from an 
elemental chemical analysis of the biomass for C, H, N, and 0. It seemed that 
simple inorganic chemical analyses of the product might tell us a great deal 
about synthesis respiration and the integration of biochemical pathways. 
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What eventually emerged (McDermitt and Loomis, 1981a) is a poten-
tially powerful tool for studies of plant and animal productivity. McDermitt's 
method represents a clean, coherent synthesis applicable directly to questions 
of growth efficiency and yield. Let us examine it. 
Consider the elemental chemical formula for any biological product : 
(1) 
in which the subscripts, c, h, x, n, and s represent the number of atoms of the 
corresponding elements present in the substance. For biomass, the formula 
weight is always taken as 100 g (including minerals); for specific compounds, 
formula weight equals mole weight. 
Such formulae must be electrically balanced, i.e., the sum of the 
chemical "oxidation numbers" must equal zero. The oxidation number of 
hydrogen is 1 +, for example, while that of oxygen is 2-, and carbon can vary 
from 4+ to 4-. Nitrogen may be acquired by the plant in an oxidized (N03; 
N at 5+) or reduced forms (NH!; N at 3-). One uses the oxidation number 
appropriate to the plant's nutrient substrate in calculations of synthesis costs. 
Similarly, sulfur varies from 6+ to 2-; but its usual content in biomass is so 
small (S 0 • 0 3 ) that it can be ignored. 
The reduction level (r) of carbohydrate ([CH 2 0]n) is zero: (2 x l+) 
for hydrogen which balances 2- for oxygen. Carbohydrates such as glucose 
are the principal photosynthetic product in plants and can be taken as a stand-
ard substrate in plant metabolism. To see how much glucose is needed to 
supply carbons and electrons for synthesis, we now examine the elemental 
formula of the product, CcHhOxNnSs. Clearly, we will need c/6 moles of 
glucose (C6 H12 0 6 ) for carbon skeletons. Additional glucose must be respired 
to reduce carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur from their substrate levels. The reduc-
tion level of the product: 
r = 2x-h-kn-ms, (2) 
tells how many electrons are required for reduction; k and m here are the 
substrate level oxidation numbers for nitrogen and sulfur. Generally, the 
resulting r is negative (electrons required in synthesis), but for organic acids, 
which are more oxidized than glucose, r is positive (electrons released). In 
Table 1 we see that the oxidation number of carbon in the respiration pro-
duct, C0 2 , is 4+ (balancing 2 x 2- in the oxygen). Thus, each carbon gives up 
four electrons in respiration, or 24 e- per mole glucose. (With close coupling, 
this equates biochemically to the formation of 36 ATP or 12 NADH 2 .) 
The r value of our metabolic product tells us how many electrons 
are required in synthesis and that can be expressed as r/24 moles of glucose. 
We then define the total amount of glucose required for the synthesis of a 
substance as the "Glucose Equivalent" (GE): 
GE = c/6 + r/24, moles glucose per mole product. (3) 
That can also be expressed on a basis of weight. Here we use the inverse, g 
product per g glucose and call it "Glucose Value" (GV) to correspond with 
Penning de Vries' Production Value (PV). GV is a simple calculation from GE: 
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mol. wt. glucose 1 
GV = [GE ( )] - , g product per g glucose. (4) formula wt. product 
Given an elemental analysis (easily accomplished in chemical labora-
tories by the Dumas method), Equations 2, 3, and 4 provide, after simple 
calculation, an estimate of the original amount of photosynthate needed in 
plant metabolism. 
BIOCHEMISTRY= 0.88 ± 0.01 
How good is that estimate? Comparisons of Penning de Vries' pathway 
analyses and GE for many individual compounds revealed errors ranging from 
0 to over 20 percent. For a group of amino acids, however, the average error 
was only 3 percent. In most cases, the error could be accounted for in "sub-
strate-level" use or production of ATP. Stated simply, synthesis drew from or 
contributed to the general ATP supply in the cell. When that was accounted as 
an additional use or saving of glucose, the GE values equalled Penning de Vries' 
values. Several examples are presented in Table 2. In general, there is a defi-
ciency of ATP after synthesis of monomers from glucose so, on average, GE 
underestimates real costs. 
In the case of biomass (or leaves or grain), specific compounds present 
cannot be deduced from elemental formulae; thus, one cannot easily correct 
for ATP balances. It would seem that Penning de Vries' PV values (which in-
clude such corrections) might still be the best approach. Penning de Vries et al. 
(1974) came to standard Production Values for protein, lipid, carbohydrate, 
etc. (e.g., see McCree, this issue, Table 1). Those numbers are particularly useful 
since the compound classes correspond to those obtained in the "proximate 
analyses" of animal feeds. This permits the use of the extensive feed analyses 
tables (National Academy of Sciences, 1969) in ecological studies. Sinclair and 
de Wit (1975), for example, did that to calculate PVs for seeds and caryopses 
of 24 different crops with a very wide range of compositions. 
To test the application of the elemental-based Glucose Value to such 
complex organic materials, we calculated GV for class examples of proteins, 
lipids, carbohydrates, lignin, and organic acids. These, together with Sinclair 
and de Wit's seed analyses allowed calculation of GVs for whole seeds corre-
sponding to their PVs. (The GV for corn grain was 0. 790, using either Latshaw 
and Miller's [ 1924] elemental analysis or the proximate analysis of Sinclair and 
de Wit.) What we found for the 24 seeds was quite remarkable: 
PV = .884 GV 
(.008 s.d.). 
(5) 
This means that PV, the biochemical result, can be related to GV, the inor-
ganic chemical result, by a simple constant, 0.88, and with only a small error, 
± 0.01. 
GROWTH EFFICIENCY AND HEAT OF COMBUSTION 
Since PV is a direct estimator of the "true growth yield" (Y ; see 
McCree, this issue), the 0.88 number represents the "growth efficiency" g(Eg). 
Table 2 . Comparisons of pathway analysis costs and Glucose Equivalent (GE) for synthesis of several organic compounds. 
Pathway Glucose Percentage Substrate Corrected 
Compound Formula cos~ Equivalent difference ATP consumed GE 
(moles glucose/mole product) (moles ATP/mole product) 
Citric acid CsHs01 0.694 0.750 8.1 -2 0.694 
Threonine C4H9 H03 0.750 0.667 -11.1 3 0.750 
Palmitic acid C1 6H320 3.81 3.83 0.5 -1 3.81 
Squalene C3 oHs o 7.08 7.08 0 0 
Adenylic acid C10H14 N5 0 7 P 1.58 1.25 -21.0 12 1.58 
a 
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E
2
, it appears, is directly related to the fraction of substrate electrons which 
are retained in the product (McDermitt and Loomis, 1981a). 
Equally interesting, the retention of electrons relates directly to the 
heat of combustion of the product. The overall energetic efficiency of plant 
metabolism turns out to be about 0.95 Eg. McDermitt's analysis showed that 
the heat of combustion for carbohydrates 1s: 
2 
~ Hc = 675 GE - 1.4, kcal per mole (r = 1.000), (6) 
and for amino acids, organic acids, lipids, and other compounds: 
2 
~ Hc = 621 GE+ 10, kcal per mole (r = 1.000). (7) 
Complex biomass contains all classes of compounds and will have a heat of 
combustion falling between these regressions. 
We can also consider the amount of respiration which would be associ-
ated with such syntheses. Respiration would be required for production of ATP 
(embodied E
11
) and reductant (estimated from r/24). The number of moles 
of C02 releas~d in the synthesis of 100 g biomass is: 
l·Eg 
Synthesis Respiration (Rs) = 6 [GE -- - r/24] . 
Eg 
With Eg = .88, this reduces to: 




There are many potential applications for such elemental formula-based 
analyses. In crop and animal ecology, one can estimate the original substrate 
(photosynthate or feed) required in growth. The energy analyses can be applied 
to studies in photosynthetic efficiency, to animal and bacterial nutrition, and 
to assessments of fuel production from biomass. 
Glucose to ethanol, for example, has PV = .525, GV = .511 (+ATP) and 
experimental yields ranging up to 0.485 g ethanol per g glucose ( + yeast, suc-
cinate, and glycerol; Pasteur, 1860). (Pasteur's careful effort was inspired by 
Lavoisier's stoichiometric balance for ethanol published in 1793 and by his 
isputes with J. v. Liebig.) A metric ton of com grain (2200 lbs) containing 
70 percent fermentable starch can be estimated to yield about 358 kg (454 1) 
f ethanol. Since GE = .5, the estimated energy yield in ethaltol (621 x .5+10) 
is 3 20. 5 kcal per mole or 2.49 million kcal per ton of grain compared to 
experimental yields of 2.4 million kcal. 
We are particularly interested by applications in th~ study of nitrogen 
ssimilation (McDermitt and Loomis, 1981b) and as a tool for isolation of the 
aintenance respiration component in growing plants. Reductions in mainten-
nce costs ·remains as one of few unexplored frontiers for improving crop 
roductivity. Regardless of future applications, it is also fascinating to see how 
e concepts emerged. Time and circumstance, chance interactions with other 
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scientists, but mostly the energy and alertness of young scientists pursuing an 
agriculturally significant problem were the ingredients. In common with much 
of science, the work was evolutionary in nature: the reduction level of organic 
materials (elegantly developed by Sphore and Milner, 1949) was "rediscovered" 
and placed in an integrative view with respiration, growth yield, and energy 
storage. 
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THE ROLE OF RESPIRATION IN CROP PRODUCTION
1 
Keith J. McCree 
2 
ABSTRACT. The classic agronomic view of respiration has been that it repre-
sents a loss that should be minimized. Respiration is essential for the growth and 
survival of the plant because it provides energy and carbon skeletons for 
synthesis of new biomass. The amount lost during synthesis should depend on 
the chemical composition of the biomass formed but should be independent of 
temperature. The rate of loss associated with maintenance of existing biomass 
should increase with the amount of biomass and with increasing temperature. 
Published data that relate to these principles are reviewed. Unpublished 
data of the author showing that the maintenance loss rate increases with the 
growth rate are also presented and are discussed in terms of Thornley's dy-
namic model of plant growth. 
It is suggested that plant breeding strategies be based on the efficiency 
of synthesis of biomass from photosynthate, rather than the rate of photo-
synthesis or respiration. An integrated value of the efficiency can be obtained 
by labeling plants with 1 4 C02 , harvesting one sample immediately to determine 
the amount of 1 4 C taken up, and harvesting another sample later to determine 
the percentage of this amount that remains in the plant. This method should 
be more applicable than the C02 exchange rate method, which is primarily 
intended for basic physiological studies. 
Additional index words: Crop growth rate, maintenance requirement, 
carbon balance models. 
Thinking about the role of dark respiration in crop production has 
gone through several cycles of evolution in the past decade. In this paper, I 
shall review this evolution and shall elaborate on some current ideas. The 
emphasis will be on basic principles and models. The models provide a way 
of describing how plants behave and of the consequences of modifying this 
behavior through selection and breeding. 
The Agronomist's Viewpoint 
The classical agonomic view of respiration is that it represents a loss 
that should be minimized (De Wit et al., 1970). Early models of crop growth 
(Fig. la) assumed that the respiratory loss rate of C02 (R) was proportional 
to the leaf area index (LAI) which equals the area of leaves (ALV), while the 
1 Technical Article No. 16876 from the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
College Station, Texas 77843. 
2 Soil and Crop Sciences Department, Texas A&M University, College Station, 
Texas 77843. 
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photosynthetic C02 income (P) increased only up to the point where all the 
available light was absorbed. Thus, there should be a pronounced optimum LAI 
for the maximum crop growth rate (P-R). This optimum was not observed in 
controlled environment experiments (Fig. lb). R was found to be much more 
strongly influenced by P than by the LAI or crop biomass, W. These C02 
exchange rate (CER) data were best fitted by a two-term linear equation 
(McCree, 1970) of the form: 
R = kP + cW (1) 
Wilson (1974, 1975) has apparently had some success in selecting for 
low loss rates in perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.). The selection was 
based on respiratory rates of mature leaves. The crop growth rate of his "low" 
line was significantly greater than that of the "high" line in the spring (Fig. 2a). 
Further, the growth rates of F 1 selections diverged as the grass sward matured 
(Fig. 2b) indicating that crop production was most affected when there was a 
large mass of mature leaves. 
The Biochemist's Viewpoint 
One way to reconcile the agronomic view of respiration as a loss with 
the CER data showing an apparent link to constructive processes such as photo-
synthesis is to go back to biochemical basics (Beevers, 1970). The glucose that 
is used in respiration provides the high energy compounds for growth, and the 
respiratory intermediates provide the carbon skeletons for the new tissue. It 
seems likely that the rate of production of energy and carbon skeletons is 
closely coupled to the rate of synthesis of new biomass. In addition, the plant 
must expend some energy and carbon in maintaining existing biomass. Both of 
these processes are necessary for the plant's growth and survival. Finally, there 
may be some "idling"respiration associated with the cyanide-insensitive path-
way. Lambers and van de Dijk (1979) have recently found an appreciable 
amount of this in some plant roots. 
It is possible to calculate how much carbon is lost when a given quan-
tity of photosynthate is converted into the basic building blocks of plant bio-
mass, namely carbohydrates, lipids, lignin, organic acids and proteins (Penning 
de Vries et al., 1974; De Wit, 1978) (Table 1). This simply involves adding up 
all the stoichiometric relationships involved in the conversion using the most 
efficient chemical pathways. The number of grams of final product that can be 
produced from one gram of glucose (the production value) varies from a low 
of 0. 36 for lipids to 0.86 for carbohydrates and 1.43 for organic acids. Accord-
ing to the laws of chemistry, the number should be independent of temperature. 
Given the production value for each compound, one can then calculate 
a value for biomass of a given composition. Calculations have been performed 
for certain seed-producing crops (Sinclair and De Wit, 1975) (Table 2). From 
one gram of photosynthate it is theoretically possible to produce 0.75 g of a 
high carbohydrate seed such as rice (Oryza sativa) but only 0.43 g of a high-
protein and high-lipid seed such as peanut (Aracbis bypogaea L.). The inference 
is that this forms an inherent limitation to yield independent of photosyn-
thetic limitations. 
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Figure 1 (a) The classical concept of an optimum leaf area index, based on the 
assumption that R is proportional to biomass 
(b) P, R and P-R for white clover measured by McCree (from De Wit 
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Figure 2 (a) Crop growth rates of lines of Lolium perenne, selected for high 
and low dark respiration of the mature leaf (from Wilson, 1974). 
Vertical bars represent 5% LSD 
(b) Sward regrowth of F 1 selections (from Wilson, 1975). Vertical 
bars represent 5% LSD 
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Table 1. Conversion characteristics for synthesis of five categories of plant 
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Table 2. Yield of seed from one gram of photosynthate as a function of seed 
composition (from Sinclair and De Wit, 1975) 
Crop Seed Composition (% dry weight) Seed Yield 
Carbo- (g seeds·g-1 
hydrate Protein Lipid Ash photosynthate) 
Rice 88 8 2 2 0.75 
Cowpea 69 26 2 3 0.66 
Soybean 38 38 20 4 0.50 
Peanut 25 27 45 3 0.43 
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Thornley's Two-Component Model 
A simple model that incorporates the idea of a production value, as 
well as the idea of a maintenance requirement for existing biomass, is the two-
component model introduced by Thornley (1970) (Fig. 3). The model incor-
porates a given rate of input of substrate (dS/dt), a maintenance loss rate that 
is proportional to the biomass (W), and a yield (production value) of the 
growth processes (Y g>· The net rate of increase of biomass (dW /dt) is equal to: 
dW dS 
-=Y r-mW) 
dt g dt 
(2) 
All the terms in the equation are expressed in units of grams of carbon, the 
basic building block of organic matter. Thus, it may be termed a carbon bal-
ance equation. The equation describes the balance between carbon income 
(dS/dt) and net carbon gain (dW /dt), using the two parameters Y g and m. 
There are two basic limitations to this model. First, it is strictly a 
steady-state model. Since there is no provision for reserves of substrate, the 
model cannot be used to describe plant behavior within any one diurnal cycle. 
The model assumes that the net change in reserves in the time interval, dt, is 
zero. This assumption breaks down within the diurnal cycle but can be assumed 
to hold for controlled-environment CER studies that continue for 24 hours or 
more (McCree and Silsbury, 1978). The second limitation is that the mainten-
ance loss rate is assumed to be proportional to the total biomass (W), whereas 
it is more reasonable to assume that not all biomass has to be maintained 
(Penning de Vries, 1975). 
Thornley's Dynamic Model 
In 1977 Thornley presented a more flexible model (Fig. 4) that over-
came these limitations. In this model, substrate is stored in W sand used at the 
rate kgW s• where kg is the rate constant of growth. This means that the amount 
of caroon in storage rises during the daytime and falls at night with first-order 
kinetics. In the steady state, W s reaches the same level at the end of each 
diurnal cycle. The level depends on the balance between the carbon input 
rate and the carbon use rate. 
The overall yield of growth, Y , is the same as in the two-component 
model, but now the growth may resuft in either degradable biomass (W d) or 
non-degradable biomass (W n>· Yd is the fraction of the newly-made biomass 
that is degradable. The degradable biomass degrades at a rate kd W d, where 
kd is the rate constant of degradation. The degradation products are recycled 
through storage. 
For this model, the rate of increase of biomass, dW /dt, is defined as: 
dW dS 1-Y 
-=Y (---gk W) 
dt g dt y d d 
g 
(3) 
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DEGRADATION RATE = kdWd 
Fig. 4. Thornley's dynamic model (Thornley, 1977) 
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By comparing equation (3) with equation (2), it may be seen that the main-
tenance requirement, mW, of the two-component model is equivalent to 
(1/Y g> (1-Y g>_kdW d in the dynamic model, if m is based on the degradable 
fract10n of W (Barnes and Hole, 1978). This makes it possible to interpret 
apparent variations in the maintenance requirement in terms of the amount 
of degradable biomass, W d' and its degradation rate constant, kd. 
Although the dynamic model is more flexible and realistic than the 
two-component model, this flexibility carries with it the disadvantage that the 
experimental determination of the model's parameters becomes doubly diffi-
cult, since there are twice as many of them (Y g' Yd' kg, and kd). 
Data Analysis Using the Two-Component Model 
Figure 5 illustrates the determination of the Y g and m of Thornley's 
first model for subterranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum L.) swards at 
five different temperatures (McCree and Silsbury, 1978). Four different values 
of dS/dt were obtained by exposing each sward to four light levels (PPFD) 
for 12 hours on consecutive days. 
More recently, we have used only two light levels (one high and one 
low), exposing the plants for three days at each level to ensure a steady state 
of substrate production and use. The CER was monitored continuously and 
integrated over the respective 12 hour periods to obtain the daytime total 





where N is a negative number. To obtain the substrate input rate dS/dt, it was 
assumed that the daytime losses were equal to the nighttime losses under the 






Values of Y g and m obtained in this experiment are shown in Table 3. 
Y g was found to Be independent of temperature, indicating that the plants 
convert photosynthetic carbon to new biomass carbon with constant effi-
ciency. The rate of use of carbon for maintenance (m) was an exponentially 
increasing function of temperature (Q1 0 = 1.85). It should be noted that 
since m is a rate, while Y g is an efficiency (ratio of two rates), the tempera-
ture dependence of the one and not the other is to be expected. 
Data Analysis with the Dynamic Model 
The only published analysis of experimental data using Thornley's 
dynamic model is the analysis of the data of Ryle et al. (1976) made by Barnes 
and Hole (1978). Ryle et al. labelled plants with 14 C and measured the per-
centage of the initial label that remained after one to eight days (Fig._ 6a). 
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Fig. 5. Carbon dioxide exchange rates (CER) of stands of subterranean clove1 
exposed to a cycle of decreasing and increasing photosynthetic photor 
flux densities (PPFD) at different constant temperatures (from McCref 
and Silsbury, 1978) 
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Fig. 6. Time course of (a) total 1 4 C losses and of (b) synthesis and mainten-
ance respiratory losses (Rs and ~) in uniculm barley (broken lines) 
and maize (solid lines) in continuous dark (from Ryle et al., 1976) 
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Table 3. Yield of biomass C per unit of substrate C used, Y g' and daily main-
tenance loss of C per unit of biomass C present, m, for subterranean 
clover swards growing at different temperatures (from McCree and 
Silsbury, 1978) 
Temperature yg m 
c -1 mg·g-1 ·24h-1 g·g 
10 0.77 ± 0.01 14 ± 1 
15 0.76 ± 0.01 19 ± 1 
22.5 0.73±0.01 32 ± 1 
30 0.76 ± 0.01 48 ± 2 
35 0.72 ± 0.02 64 ± 5 
Table 4. Parameters of Thornley's dynamic model that best fit the data of 
Figure 6 (from Barnes and Hole, 1978) 
kg (g·g-l ·day-I) 
kd (g·g-1 ·day-I) 
y g (g·g-1) 
yd (g·g-1) 
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The rapidly decaying curve was identified with the growth (synthesis) pro-
cesses, while the slowly decaying curve was identified with the maintenance 
processes. 
Barnes and Hole (1978) analyzed the data in terms of Thornley's 
dynamic model deducing values for the four parameters as shown in Table 4. 




, indicating a rapid use of 
stored substrate, while the degradation rate constant, kd, was about 
0.4 g·g- 1 ·day-
1 
indicating a much slower reuse of degradation products. The 
best estimate of Y g (0.65) was similar to that found in CER experiments 
(Table 3 ). The fraction of newly synthesized biomass that was degradable 
(Yd) was estimated to be about 0.6. 
It is possible to do the same type of experiment using infrared gas 
analysis instead of labelled carbon. Figure 7a shows some recent unpublished 
results of an experiment with white clover (Trifolium repens). Figures 7b, c, 
and d are simulations using Thornley's dynamic model. 
The clover plants were initially grown at 25 °C and a solar light level 
for 12 hours so that their growth rate was very high (about 30 grams dry 
matter-m-2 ·day-1 ). At time zero (Fig. 7a) the light level was reduced until the 





• The plants adapted somewhat to the low light conditions so 
that 6.W 16.t gradually increased from zero to about 3 gC·m- 2 ·day- 1 . The main-
tenance coefficient, m, (Fig. 3 and equation 2) decreased from an initial value 
of 40 mgC·gC- 1 ·dai
1 
(4% per day) to 22 mgC·gC- 1 ·dai1 (2.2% per day). 
Thus, the final value of m at near zero growth rate was about 60% of that at 
the highest growth rate for these plants. 
Figure 7b shows a simulation using Barnes and Hole's (1978) values of 
the parameters of Thornley model taken from the experiment with maize 
(Zea mays) by Ryle et al. (1976). This simulation called for a decrease of the 
degradable fraction, W d• from 50 to 18 gC·m-
2 
(from 25 to 9% of the biomass 
carbon), whereas the protein content of the real plants remained constant at 
27%. Moreover, the apparent value of m declined much more rapidly than was 
observed in the experiment. 
For the simulation of Figure 7 c the initial value of W d was reduced to 
9% of W, a value based on the idea that the 18% protein found in leaves which 
died during the experiment represented non-degradable protein. In order to 
match the initial observed values of m, the degradation rate of this 9% had to 
be increased proportionately. As a result, in this simulation m decreased to the 
same value as before but did so more rapidly. 
In the final simulation (Fig. 7d) it was assumed that in the zero growth 
condition the plant would be using mostly recycled amino acids for the syn-
thesis of replacement biomass. This would reduce the carbon cost, which in 
the model means increasing Yd.Yd was arbitrarily increased from 0.56 in the 
high light condition to 0.80 in low light. The match with the experimental data 
was greatly improved by this adjustment. Although this by no means proves 
that the model is correct, it does suggest a possible explanation of the observed 
change in the maintenance requirement. 
In summary, there is now good evidence that the growth requirement 
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Fig. 7 (a) Measured C02 exchange parameters and calculated maintenance 
coefficient for white clover at 25°C. At time zero, the light level 
was changed from a high to a low value. f:::.W/f:::.t = growth rate, 
f:::.S /f:::.t = substrate input rate, m = maintenance coefficient. 
(b, c, d) Simulations using Thornley's dynamic model. W so= soluble carbon 
pool, W d = degradable biomass carbon. (See text for explanation of 
different simulations [unpublished data of the author].) 
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appeared from the earlier short-term experiments. It is clear that when plants 
are given time to adjust to a change of conditions, they adjust their mainten-
ance requirements. In the clover experiments just described, the adjustment 
was about 40% for a change from a very high growth rate to zero growth rate. 
In the simulation this was explained by a decrease in the fraction of degradable 
biomass from 9 to 6% of the total biomass. Experimental confirmation of this 
is needed. 
BREEDING STRATEGIES 
In light of present knowledge about the physiological role of respira-
tion, what can be inferred about breeding strategies? To answer this question, 
it is essential to stop thinking of respiration as a rate of loss of carbon and to 
begin thinking of it as part of the essential process of building plant biomass 
from photosynthetic carbon. What is needed is to know the efficiency of this 
process. Please note that an efficiency is the ratio of two quantities, in this case 
the ratio of the rate of change of biomass to the rate of carbon input. 
It is not known whether or not there are genetic differences in this 
efficiency. Calculations based on the most efficient chemical pathways indicate 
that the overall efficiency of seed production should vary by a factor of almost 
2: 1, depending on the chemical composition of the seed (Table 2 ), but this 
has not been confirmed experimentally. For vegetative tissue, the variability 
is expected to be negligible because the chemical composition is relatively 
constant. 
The maintenance requirement is primarily a rate and, therefore, is more 
easily understood from the traditional point of view. For example, it is highly 
temperature-dependent, and it increases with the quantity of biomass that 
needs to be maintained. Thus, the maintenance loss rate should be greatest in 
large plants growing at high temperatures. 
Nevertheless, it is by no means obvious that a high maintenance loss 
rate is deleterious to crop production. If it is due to a high turnover rate of 
essential enzymes in the plant, the question becomes, what is the optimum 
turnover rate? Perhaps a high rate is inevitably associated with rapid growth. 
Besides this, it is apparent from the simulations shown here that the efficiency 
of synthesis of replacement tissue influences the maintenance requirement so 
that it is necessary to turn to efficiences rather than rates. 
Which experimental method is most suitable for selection and breeding 
studies? Since what is needed is to determine integral efficiences and not 
instantaneous rates, the C02 exchange rate method should not be the method 
of choice. Much of the information which it provides is essential for basic 
physiological studies but redundant for breeding purposes. Moreover, it cannot 
readily be adapted to the scale of operations that crop breeders need. 
The 14 C labelling method used by Ryle et al. (1976) appears to be 
more suitable. The amount of label remaining in the plant at any given time, as 
l percentage of the amount initially taken up, is a direct measure of the effi-
ciency. It is automatically integrated over the time between labelling and 
o;ampling. With frequent sampling, it is possible to separate out the growth 
md maintenance losses, but this is a refinement that is probably not essential 
:or breeding purposes. Because the method requires destructive sampling, a 
arge number of replicates would be needed to achieve an acceptable accuracy, 
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especially in the field. Otherwise, the method should pose no great technical 
problems. 
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A SEARCH FOR RATE-LIMITING ENZYMES 
THAT CONTROL CROP PRODUCTION
1 
2 
Jack C. Shannon 
ABSTRACT. Physiological processes involved in C02 fixation and assimilate 
transfer and metabolism are reviewed and possible steps in these processes 
which may regulate crop production are examined. Major emphasis is on 
maize (Zea mays). The physiological processes examined include (a) C02 
fixation, (b) assimilate partitioning in the bundle sheath cells between the 
chloroplasts and cytosol, (c) sucrose synthesis and its partitioning between 
the cytosol and apoplast, (d) sucrose partitioning between the apoplast and 
symplast of the sieve element-companion cell complex, (e) translocation from 
source leaves to sinks, (f) assimilate partitioning between competing sinks, 
(g) assimilate unloading, and (h) assimilate utilization at the reproductive 
sinks. Although we can point to complex processes which may be limiting 
yield, we lack sufficient information to be able to suggest specific enzymes as 
rate-limiting in vivo. 
Additional index words: Photosynthesis, short distance transport, 
membrane translocators, assimilate partitioning, assimilate unloading, starch 
biosynthesis. 
INTRODUCTION 
Crop physiologists are interested in determining the physiological 
processes which are important in regulating crop yield. Although the search 
has been intense we still lack definitive information allowing us to designate 
specific enzymes as rate-limiting. 
The maize (Zea mays) plant is an efficient "factory" for converting 
C02 to dry matter, but like any other "factory" there are several places along 
the assembly line which potentially regulate the overall rate of grain production 
and which may be yield-limiting. Interpretation of experimental data should be 
qualified by the fact that maize lines may differ in their first rate-limiting 
reaction and the rate-limiting process of a plant may vary throughout its life 
cycle. Processes identified by the following headings are examined herein. 
C02 FIXATION IN MAIZE LEAVES 
Primary C02 fixation in maize occurs in the mesophyll cells via the 
action of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEP-case)(Fig. 1). The malate is 
transported to the bundle sheath cells where it is decarboxylated with the re-
lease of C02 which is refixed via the action of ribulose-1, 5-biosphosphate 
1 
A seminar presented at Iowa State University, February 19, 1981. Authorized 
for publication on June 25, 1981 as paper No. 6261 in the journal series of the 
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station. 
2 
Professor of Horticultural Physiology, Department of Horticulture, The 
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802 
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carboxylase-oxygenase (RuBP-case). Throughout this process, possible sites of 
regulation include: (a) C02 diffusion from the atmosphere to the site of fixa-
tion in the mesophyll cell, (b) activity of the PEP-case, (c) transfer of the ox-
oloacetic acid (OAA) into the chloroplast and malate out of the chloroplast 
and its transfer to the bundle sheath cells via the symplast, i.e., through the 
plasmodesmata, (d) transfer of the malate via the dicarboxylate translocator 
into the BSC chloroplasts, and (e) decarboxylation of malate and refixation 
of the released C02 by RuBP-case. 
The C0 2 diffusion process is subject to control by conditions influ-
encing stomatal activity. Also, it has been established that ambient C02 con-
centrations are too low for maximum C02 fixation and yield of C3 plants 
(Gaastra, 1962). Hardy et al. (1978) reported a 50 to 100% increase in seed 
yield of soybeans (Glycine max) by C0 2 enrichment from an thesis to senes-
cence. This increase was due to an increase in net carbon assimilation, in-
creased biological nitrogen fixation, and delayed senescence. They suggested 
that the increased net carbon assimilation resulted from a decrease in photo-
respiration caused by the higher C02 /0 2 ratio and possibly to a higher degree 
of saturation of RuBP-case with C02 • The increased assimilate-supply pro-
moted increases in nitrogen fixing root nodule number and mass. Similar yield 
increases were possible with non-nodulating soybeans if supplied with extra 
nitrogen fertilizer. Small grains and cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) also re-
sponded to C02 enrichment. One of the reasons that C02 enrichment is so 
effective in enhancing seed yield is that sufficient assimilate is produced to sat-
isfy all the sink demands, i.e., the roots, nitrogen fixing root nodules, the 
growing shoots, and the flowers and young pods. In C4 plants the low ambient 
C02 levels may not be as serious as in C3 plants, because PEP-case has a much 
higher affinity for C0 2 than RuBP-case (Hatch, 1976). Although PEP-case 
could possibly be stimulated by elevated C0 2 levels, it probably is not a rate-
limiting enzyme under ambient conditions (Hardy et al., 1978). 
The transfer of malate from the mesophyll chloroplasts to the cytosol 
apparently is mediated by a membrane dicarboxylate carrier (Heldt, 1976). 
Once in the cytosol, the malate is tranferred to the bundle sheath cells. This 
transfer apparently is from cell to cell via the plasmodesmata. We know little 
about the energy requirements for this transfer. However, we would not expect 
this process or the malate transfer into the BSC chloroplast to be limiting be-
cause under normal environmental conditions C4 acid transfer into the BSC 
chloroplasts is adequate to supply sufficient C02 to support considerable 
starch accumulation in BSC chloroplasts during the day. 
As pointed out above, C02 fixation by RuBP-case in C3 plants is 
enhanced by C0 2 enrichment. In C4 plants the BSC chloroplasts are effec-
tively enriched with C02 by the C4 acid shuttle and decarboxylation of malate 
described earlier. As a result of the higher C0 2 /02 ratio in the BSC chloro-
plasts little C02 is lost through the oxygenase reaction (photorespiration) and 
more is fixed into carbohydrate (Hardy et al., 1978). It is possible this enzyme 
could be increased, but it is apparently capable of fixing much more carbo-
hydrate than can be effectively utilized for transport during the day which 
results in ah accumulation of starch within the BSC chloroplasts. Therefore, 
under normal environment conditions RuBP-case activity in chloroplasts of 
bundle sheath cells probably is not a rate-limiting step. 
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Two research groups, one at Cornell (R. B. Musgrave) and the other at 
Iowa State (R. B. Pearse, J. J. Mock, and T. M. Crosbie), have successfully 
selected maize lines with higher and lower than normal photosynthetic rates. 
The Iowa State group has shown that photosynthetic rate is a heritable char-
acteristic (Crosbie et al., 1977, 1978). However, higher C0 2 fixation rates 
were not translated into higher grain yields. Thus, we must conclude that in 
these maize lines, processes other than photosynthesis are rate-limiting. 
PARTITIONING OF REDUCED CARBON IN THE BUNDLE SHEATH 
CELLS BETWEEN THE CHLOROPLASTS AND CYTOSOL 
The 3-phosphoglyceric acid (3-PGA) molecules produced in the BSC 
chloroplasts by RuBP-case are cycled through the Calvin-Benson carbon re-
duction pathways to yield dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) which is 
either unloaded from the chloroplast via the phosphate translocator (Heldt, 
1976) or is utilized in the production of chloroplast starch (Fig. 2). The triose 
phosophates (triose-P) transferred to the cytosol are converted to sucrose via 
the enzymes of gluconeogenesis, sucrose-P synthase, and sucrose-P phosphatase 
(enzymes 7, 6, 4, 9, 10, 15, and 16 in Fig. 2). If sucrose accumulates in the 
cytosol, sucrose-P hydrolysis slows, inorganic phosphate (iP) concentration 
declines, and DHAP export from the chloroplast is reduced. When this occurs, 
the proportion of 3-PGA to iP in the chloroplasts matrix increases and stim-
ulates the activity of two allosteric enzymes, fructose diphosphatase (enzyme 6 
in Fig. 2) and adenosine diphosphate glucose-pyrophosphorylase (enzyme 12 in 
Fig. 2 ). Increased activity of these enzymes causes enhanced production of 
adenosine diphosphate glucose (ADPG), the substrate for starch synthesis 
(Preiss and Levi, 1978). The partitioning of photosynthetically fixed carbo-
hydrate between chloroplast starch and triose-P transfer to the cytosol is very 
precisely regulated by allosteric enzymes. These enzymes may be subject to 
change. For example, if the enzymes could be changed so that a much higher 
3-PGA to iP ratio were required for allosteric activation then more triose-P 
would be transferred to the cytosol resulting in elevated sucrose levels available 
for export from the cells to the sinks. 
The mobilization of chloroplast starch at night and during periods when 
assimilate demand exceeds current photosynthetic production is another point 
for possible regulation. In chloroplasts phosphorylase appears to be responsible 
for hydrolysis of the linear chains while it is assumed that pullulanase, isoamy-
lase, or one of the other debranching enzymes cleave the a-1, 6-branches 
(Preiss and Levi, 1978). In the dark the photosynthetic production of 3-PGA 
ceases, the level of ADPG declines, and starch synthesis ceases. Also, iP 
in the chloroplasts increases 30 to 50%, and the pH of the chloroplasts' stroma 
declines. Preiss and Levi (1978) suggested that the lower pH may enhance 
activity of certain hydrolyses, and the increased iP and lower ADPG may 
stimulate starch hydrolysis by phosphorylase. However, definite studies on 
regulation of chloroplasts starch degradation have not been conducted (Preiss 
and Levi, 1978). Starch mobilization at night is much greater in C4 than in 
C3 plants. The reason for this difference is not known. 
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SUCROSE SYNTHESIS AND ITS PARTITIONING BETWEEN THE CYTOSOL 
AND APOPLAST 
Upon being transported to the cytosol, the triose-P are converted 
to sucrose via the action of the enzymes of gluconeogenesis and sucrose syn-
thesis. A key enzyme, fructose diphosphatase (enzyme 6 in Fig. 2), is essen-
tially irreversible and is an allosteric enzyme. It is strongly inhibited by adeno-
sine monophosphate (AMP) and is stimulated by 3-PGA and citrate. This is 
another potential site for regulation of assimilate flow from the source to the 
sink. Glucose-6-phosphate (G-6-P), the final product of gluconeogenesis, is 
sequentially converted to glucose-1-phosphate (G-1-P), uridine diphosphate 
glucose (UDPG), sucrose-P, and sucrose. In C3 plants cellular sucrose either is 
available for unloading into the apoplast or can be temporarily stored in 
vacuoles (Outlaw and Fisher, 1975; Outlaw et al., 1975). It was suggested that 
much of the currently produced sucrose is moved from the mesophyll to the 
veins without exchanging with the larger, nontransport sucrose pool of the 
vacuole. However, the non-transport pool, apparently, can contribute to the 
transport pool when assimilate demand exceeds supply of current production 
(Outlaw and Fisher, 1975; Outlaw et al., 197 5). We do not know enough about 
this partitioning to suggest that it could be rate-limiting; however, it is safe to 
assume that sucrose-loading across the tonoplast into or out of the vacuole 
will require the action of a transport system which probably is an energy 
requiring reaction. 
The mechanism of unloading into the apoplast is not as well defined 
as phloem loading. Huber and Moreland (1981) recently presented evidence 
that assimilate unloading from mesophyll protoplasts involves a sulfhydryl . 
carrier protein that catalyzes a sugarK+ symport. The authors believed that 
transport depends on a transmembrane K+ gradient, and although not energy-
linked per se, the carrier functions only when it undergoes an energy-dependent 
change which is presumably mediated via a plasmalemma ATP-ase. 
SUCROSE PARTITIONING BETWEEN THE APOPLAST AND SYMPLAST 
OF THE SEIVE ELEMENT-COMPANION CELL COMPLEX 
Our knowledge about the transfer of sucrose from the apoplast into 
the sieve element-companion cell complex is more comprehensive than that of 
sugar movement into the apoplast. Work from the laboratories of D.R. Geiger 
and his former students (especially R. T. Giaquinta) strongly indicates that in 
C3 plants sucrose is unloaded from the mesophyll cells into the apoplast from 
which it is then absorbed by the phloem (see Giaquinta, 1980'a, 1980b for 
reviews). A recent study (Heyser, 1980) strongly supports the conclusion that 
in maize leaves sucrose is likewise unloaded from the bundle sheath cells into 
the apoplast prior to absorption by the phloem. . 
The mechanism of sucrose loading from the apoplast has been thoroughly 
investigated, and it appears that sucrose loading is coupled to proton co-trans-
port with the driving force being the electrochemical potential gradient of 
protons due to ATP-ase in the plasmalemma of the sieve element-companion 
cell complex (Giaquinta, 1980b). Unloading into the apoplast followed by 
oading into the phloem apparently requires the action of specific membrane 
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carriers both of which are energy dependent. Potentially either process could 
and very likely may be rate-limiting to assimilate flow. 
TRANSLOCATION FROM SOURCE LEAVES TO SINKS 
Since sucrose is actively accumlated into the phloem, osmotic pressure 
within the sieve elements increases, and this apparently generates the driving 
force for the mass flow of assimilates from the source leaf (Giaquinta, 1980). 
Various investigations have suggested that the plant's translocation capacity is 
nonlimiting. That there is excess phloem capacity is suggested by work in 
which the stems of wheat (Triticum aestivum) (Wardlaw and Moncur, 1976) 
and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) (Fischer and Wilson, 197 5) have been severed 
halfway through without restricting the rate of translocation. 
ASSIMILATE PARTITIONING BETWEEN COMPETING SINKS 
Throughout the life of a maize plant the predominant sinks vary. In 
the vegetative phase the roots and shoot apex are the primary sinks. During 
early reproductive development, prior to anthesis, the developing floral parts, 
i.e., the tassel and ears, require assimilates, and as the plant elongates, the 
stalk also becomes an active sink. Yield potential is established prior to anthesis, 
during which time the extent of the root system, the number and size of leaves, 
the number of ears per plant, and number of spikelets per ear are all established. 
Evans and Wardlaw (1976) reviewed the environmental factors regulating 
potential kernel number. In general a condition, such as high temperature, 
which speeds the rate of plant development reduces potential kernel number. 
High irradiance and/or high C0 2 , on the other hand, will increase the potential 
kernel number. Presumably this is because the increased assimilates are able to 
more effectively satisfy the competing sink demands. 
Figure 2. (on facing page) Proposed pathway of carbon fixation and metab-
olism within the chloroplasts and cytosol of corn bundle sheath cells. 
Also shown are the phosphate translocator which is active in trans-
portation triose phosphates out of the chloroplasts, the proposed 
sugar·K+ transporter in the plasmalemma, and the sucrose/proton 
cotransport system which apparently functions in sucrose uptake 
into the phloem. The series of arrows between F-6-P and RuBP 
represent reactions of the Calvin-Benson cycle. Enzymes indicated by 
the small numbers in Figures 2 and 3 are as follows: (1) invertase; 
(2) hexokinase, (3) hexose-6-phosphatase, (4) glucose phosphate 
isomerase, (5) 6-phosphofructokinase, (6) fructose-1,6-diphos-
phatase, (7) fructose diphosphate aldolase, (8) triosephosphate 
isomerase, (9) phosphoglucomutase, (10) UDP-glucose pyrophos-
phorylase, (11) sucrose synthase, (12) ADP-glucose pryophosphory-
lase, (13) starch synthase, (14) starch phosphorylase, (15) sucrose 
phosphate synthase, (16) sucrose phosphate phosphatase, (17) NADP-
malic enzyme, (18) ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase, (19) 
3-phosphoglycerate kinase, and (20) NADP-glyceraldehyde-phos-
phate dehydrogenase. 
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The period two weeks before and after silking is most critical in estab-
lishing the number of ears and number of kernels per ear which will develop to 
maturity (Tollenaar, 1977). Assimilate supply during this period appears to be 
the dominant factor in controlling kernel number. During this period the stalk 
is still an active sink and strongly competes with the young kernels. If assim-
ilate supply during this critical period regulates kernel number, one possible 
approach to increasing kernel number would be to modify the plant so that 
the strength of the stalk as a sink, relative to that of the ear, is reduced during 
the period of anthesis and early kernel development. 
Developing kernels are rich sources of auxins (Hinsvark et al., 19 54) 
and cytokinins (Miller, 1967). And, though investigators have speculated that 
hormones or hormone balance may be important in relative sink strength of 
maize kernels, no definitive data have been reported. The possibility of finding 
a growth regulator that could be applied at a critical time to give the young 
ears a competitive advantage over the stalk is an exciting one. 
Not only are the developing ears competing with the stalk for assim-
ilates, but individual ears on a plant and kernels on an ear also are in competi-
tion with one another. Consequently, if assimilate is limiting, the kernels on the 
tip of the ears will fail to develop into the linear phase of growth. W. G. Dun-
can (personal communication) has suggested that if we could slow down the 
development of all kernels the assimilate demand per kernel would be less per 
unit of time and more total kernels could be filled over a longer time period. 
The basis of this suggestion was the observation that when developing seeds of 
peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) were cooled, the rate of dry weight increase per 
seed declines, the effective filling period was extended, and the plants pro-
duced twice as many seeds per unit area of land (Dryer et., 1981). Neverthe-
less, the final weight per seed did not differ from the control. In maize, if 
early kernel development (the first three weeks after anthesis) could be 
slowed by a chemical treatment so that an increased number of kernels 
developed into the linear phase, increased yield should occur. Also a more 
complete utilization of the photosynthetic capacity during the linear phase of 
kernel growth would be expected without an undue lengthening of the effec-
tive fill period. 
A different approach would be an attempt to increase photosynthetic 
rate during the critical period before and after anthesis. As noted earlier, C02 
enrichment increased the number of soybeans and cotton bolls produced 
(Hardy et al., 1978). Arteca et al. (1979) effectively increased photosynthesis 
and dry matter production in potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) by exposing the 
roots to high levels of C0 2 . More recently he stated (personal communication) 
that the photosynthetic rate of young tomato plants (Lycopersicon esculentum) 
could be increased 40% within 5 hr after adding 0.5 ppm of GA3 to the nutri-
ent solution in which they were growing. This elevated photosynthetic rate 
lasted for approximately two weeks after which the experiment was termi-
nated. The mechanisms of action of the high C0 2 and GA3 are not known, but 
if similar treatments of older plants in soil will increase photosynthetic rate, it 
may be possible to temporarily stimulate assimilate-production during the 
critical phase of kernel development. Once developing kernels have progressed 
into the linear phase of growth they will generally continue development to 
maturity. In maize most of the kernel carbohydrates are derived from current 
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assimilates, although carbohydrates in stalk reserves can be utilized if needed 
(Tollenaar, 1977). 
Kernels also accumulate storage proteins, and long ago Hageman 
predicted that nitrate reductase activity may be related to kernel dry matter 
accumulation (for review see Hageman, 1979). Hageman and his colleagues 
successfully selected maize lines having high or low post-anthesis levels of 
nitrate reductase and demonstrated that this characteristic was heritable and 
thus subject to genetic manipulation. However, in contrast to the hypothesis, 
the low nitrate reductase line had higher grain yields, and those with high 
nitrate reductase yielded less but had higher protein content. Thus, protein 
was produced at the expense of starch. More recently Tsai hypothesized that 
the utilization of ammonium rather than its production may regulate yield 
(Tsai et al., 1980). Tsai has suggested (personal communication) that the 
activity of the allosteric enzymes glutamine synthetase and asparagine synthe-
tase may correlate better with yield than nitrate reductase. Additional research 
will be needed to determine the validity of this hypothesis. 
ASSIMILATE-UNLOADING AT VEGETATIVE AND REPRODUCTIVE 
SINKS 
As pointed out earlier the mechanism of phloem-loading appears to be 
reasonably well described. However, our knowledge of the unloading mechan-
ism is less precise and appears to differ depending on the sink tissue. From a 
literature survey, Eschrich (1980) suggested that acid invertase activity in the 
apoplast is closely related to regions of cell elongation. He believed that free 
space acid invertase could act as a type of "reflux valve" to regulate sucrose 
reloading into the phloem. Based on studies in his laboratory, Eschrich (1980) 
concluded that sucrose is unloaded from the sieve elements into the apoplast 
intact and that it will remain intact at neutral pH. This sucrose can reenter 
the phloem. At low pH, however, the free-space acid invertase becomes active, 
and sucrose will be hydrolyzed preventing its reloading into the phloem. The 
hexoses would then be available for transfer into meristematic cells where they 
are used for respiration and growth. 
My students and I have been interested in characterizing sugar move-
ment into developing maize kernels and the subsequent utilization of sugars in 
the production of starch. Before one can fully understand the mechanism of 
sugar unloading and movement into kernels, it is necessary to know the tissue 
with which you are working. Thus we have completed an anatomical examina-
tion of the basal kernel tissues (Felker and Shannon, 1980). These included the 
pedicel, placento-chalazal tissue (located between the closing layer and the 
endosperm) and the basal endosperm transfer cells (Felker and Shannon, 
1980). The vascular elements terminate in the pedicel, and at their termini the 
sieve elements are indistinguishable from the p.edicel parenchyma. In our 
observations, cytoplasm of the placento-chalazal cells appeared to be deterior-
ated, but plasmodesmatal canals between these cells were apparent. Crushed 
nucellar cells and noncellular material were often observed between the 
placento-chalazal cells and the endosperm transfer cells. 
Transfer cells are characterized as cells with extensive wall ingrowths 
and are considered to be a physiological bridge between the apoplast and the 
symplast of a tissue (Gunning and Pate, 1969). Endosperm transfer cells in 
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corn were no different (Felker and Shannon, 1980). The most extensive wall 
ingrowths occurred in the outermost cell layer which was continuous with the 
aleurone layer. Wall ingrowths were less extensive in cells successively further 
from the base until they were essentially smooth. The cytoplasm of adjacent 
endosperm cells was connected via plasmodesmata. 
To better understand the mechanism of sugar transfer between the 
pedicel and the endosperm, we treated plants with 1 4 C02 , harvested kernels 
at various times and prepared them for macro- or micro-autoradiography. 
Macro-autoradiographs showed that 1 4 C initially accumlated in the pedicel 
and lower endosperm and then more slowly diffused throughout the endo-
sperm at a maximum rate of 2.7 mm/hr (Shannon, 1972). Because it was not 
possible to ascertain whether the 1 4 C was accumulating in the pedicel cells or 
in the free space between cells (apoplast), a micro-autoradiographic study was 
used to make this determination. A freeze-substitution procedure described by 
Fisher and Hously (1972) was used to prepare the basal corn kernel tissues 
for micro-autoradiography without displacing the alcohol soluble sugars within 
the tissues. Radioactivity quickly accumulated in the cytoplasm and vacuoles 
of the endosperm transfer cells and within the pedicel parenchyma cells (Felker 
and Shannon, 1980). Although some radioactivity appeared to be located in 
the apoplast, we concluded that sugar unloading from the pedicel parenchyma 
cells into the apoplast is the rate-limiting step, not the mechanism of sugar 
absorption into the endosperm (Felker and Shannon, 1980). 
Invertase activity was very high in the pedicel and placento-chalazal 
tissues. It has been suggested that acid invertase in sugar cane (Saccharum 
officinarum) internode tissue regulates the accumulation of sugar in the stalk 
(Hawker and Hatch, 1965; Sacher et al., 1963 ). It is also possible that invertase 
activity may regulate the flow of assimilates into maize kernels. Perhaps acid 
invertase is functioning as a "reflux value" as suggested by Eschrich (19 80 ). 
To determine the possible relationship between kernel growth rate (KGR) and 
acid invertase activity (AIA), 20 dent corn hybrids were grown and KGR, 
EFPD (effective fill period duration) and AIA were determined (unpublished 
results). A low but significant correlation coefficient of 0.47 was observed 
between KGR and AIA. Five selected hybrids grown again in 1979 had KGR 
to AIA correlations of 0.84 in 1978 and 0.62 in 1979. Thus, pedicel AIA 
appears to be related to KGR in some but not all hybrids. 
Compartmental analysis of sugars in the apparent free space and the 
cellular cytoplasmic and vacuolar compartments of the pedicel-basal endo-
sperm tissue complex was made in 1980. The vacuolar compartment contained 
approximately 50% of the total sugar with sucrose accounting for 59% of the 
total (Orr, Knievel, and Shannon, unpublished data). The cytoplasmic com-
partment contained 40% of the total, but, in contrast with the vacuole, the 
reducing sugars accounted for over 74%. Thirteen percent of the sugar, of 
which reducing sugars accounted for over 80% of the total, was recovered in 
the free space. From these results we concluded that sucrose inversion occurs 
during transport out of the vacuole or within the cytoplasm. 
At this time we do not know whether the sugars are unloaded from the 
pedicel parenchyma into the apoplast by diffusion due to the concentration 
gradient between the parenchyma cells and the free space or whether unload-
ing is an active process mediated via an ATP-ase system similar to that active 
in phloem loading (Giaquinta, 1980b) or mesophyll unloading (Huber and 
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Moreland, 1981) but specific for monosaccharides. Sugar absorption by the 
endosperm is facilitated by the presence of endosperm transfer cells (ETC). 
The fact that cytoplasm of the ETC is rich in mitochondria is suggestive of an 
active, energy-requiring process being involved in uptake (Felker and Shannon, 
1980). In this case the ETC should be absorbing monosaccharides rather than 
sucrose. A better understanding of these processes should aid in identifying 
the rate-limiting reaction. Once identified it will be possible to establish a 
procedure for screening types having an improved capacity for sugar transfer 
into kernels. 
ASSIMILATE UTILIZATION AT THE REPRODUCTIVE SINKS 
Assimilate utilization in the kernels is the final physiological process 
to be considered as a possible site where grain yield may be limited. Grain yield 
per plant is dependent on the number of kernels per plant and dry weight per 
kernel. Furthermore dry weight per kernel is a function of the rate of kernel 
development and duration of dry matter accumulation (fill period). Root and 
shoot growth prior to anthesis are important in establishing the plant support 
system (extensive root system and high leaf area index) necessary for producing 
optimum grain yield. Increased time to anthesis is usually associated with a 
greater number of potential kernels per plant. Combining selections for delayed 
anthesis and high kernel growth rate should result in higher grain yields, if it 
is assumed that assimilate supply is adequate for the competing sinks during 
the early stage of kernel development as noted earlier. But Tollenaar and Day-
nard (1978) have found that in the Northern corn growing regions high kernel 
growth rates are usually associated with early senescence and small kernels. 
This is apparently due to insufficient assimilate production by the smaller 
plants. Thus, to realize maximum yield in certain climates, selection of lines 
exhibiting high rates of photosynthesis will need to be combined with lines 
having delayed anthesis and high kernel growth rate. 
The second area of research in my laboratory has been to characterize 
the in vivo pathway for starch biosynthesis in maize and to identify the rate 
limiting enzyme(s) in the pathway. Ultimately we hope to be able to devise a 
screening procedure or "tool" which can be used by physiologists and genet-
icists in a search for genetic sources for improvements in kernel growth rate as 
well as rate of assimilate transfer into kernels. 
Various enzymes thought to be associated with starch synthesis have 
been measured in vitro, and several biosynthetic pathways have been 
proposed (Pazur, 1965; Shannon and Creech, 1973). Although much can be 
learned from such in vitro studies, they are carried out in the non-biological 
environment of the test tube. In contrast, cellular metabolism in situ is separ-
ated into numerous compartments, and metabolites produced in one compart-
ment are utilized by or effect the activity of enzymes in other compartments 
and pathways (Oaks and Bidwell, 1970). Only through in vivo studies can we 
hope to determine how starch is being synthesized in intact cells. In corn 
endosperm cells starch accumulates in amyloplasts. Amyloplasts consist of 
starch granules surrounded by plastid stroma enclosed by a double membrane 
(Liu and Shannon, 1981a). It is assumed that some or all of the enzymes of 
starch synthesis are located within amyloplasts. 
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We (Liu and Shannon, 1981a) have developed a nonaqueous procedure 
for the isolation of starch granules. These granule preparations were relatively 
free of cytoplasmic and nuclear contamination but contained the metabolites 
which were closely associated with the starch granules in situ and became fixed 
to the granules during freeze drying. These components are thought to repre-
sent the in situ metabolites of the amyloplasts. The starch granule preparation 
contained neutral sugars, iP, intermediates of gluconeogenesis, and organic 
acids as well as adenoisine and uridine nucleotides and sugar nucleotides (Liu 
and Shannon, 1981b). Some of these constituents, such as the neutral sugars, 
malate and iP, accumulated to relatively high levels. Over 30% of the cellular 
malate and iP and over 15% of the intermediates of gluconeogenesis from 
DHAP to G-1-P were recovered with the starch granules. The starch granule 
preparation was also relatively rich in the adenoisine and uridine nucleotides. 
Approximately 10% of the cellular ADPG and UDPG were recovered in the 
starch granule preparation. The lower percentage of these two primary sub-
strates of starch synthesis in the amyloplasts may mean that their rate of 
utilization in starch synthesis is higher than their utilization in other pathways 
outside the amyloplasts. 
Based on the similarity between the double membrane surrounding 
amyloplasts and chloroplasts and their common origin from proplastids, it is 
likely that the amyloplast membrane would be permeable to the same com-
pounds as the chloroplast membrane. For example, chloroplast membranes 
contain a phosphate translocator which is responsible for exporting DHAP 
from the chloroplast to the cytoplasm in exchange for iP (Heldt, 1976; Walker, 
1976). Since amyloplasts function in starch synthesis, they must import 
carbohydrates. Based on the metabolite compartmentation in the starch 
granule preparation a possible mechanism of carbohydrate metabolism in maize 
endosperm cells was proposed (Shannon, 1978). In this scheme (Fig. 3), the 
hexoses are converted to DHAP in the cytoplasm via glycolysis (enzymes 2, 
4, 5, 7, and 8 in Fig. 3). The DHAP moves via the phosphate translocator 
into the amyloplast where it is converted into starch by the combined action 
of gluconeogenesis (enzymes 8, 7, 6, 4, and 9 in Fig. 3) and starch synthesis 
(enzymes 10, 12, 13 , and 14 in Fig. 3). 
Chloroplast membranes also contain a translocator for the movement 
of dicarboxylic acids (Heldt, 1976 ; Walker, 1976). Citrate cannot be trans-
ferred by this translocator. Citrate was excluded from the amyloplasts with 
only 6% of the total being recovered in the granule preparation (Liu and 
Shannon, 1981b). We recovered 24% of the cellular malate in the starch granule 
preparation and suggest that it enters the amyloplasts via a similar dicarboxy-
late translocator mechanism. 
We have drawn several conclusions from an examination of the com-
partmentation of metabolites in the nonaqueously isolated starch granule 
preparation (Liu and Shannon, 1981b). In conclusion, I wish to note the 
following points. First, G-1-P may be used by several enzymes. It is a substrate 
for the UDPG- and ADPG-pyrophosphorylases; it can be a substrate for phos-
phorylase, and it can be a converted back to G-6-P. In the starch granule prep-
aration, we found the content of G-6-P to be 40 times higher than G-1-P. Thus, 
the G-1-P was utilized as rapidly as it was formed. This may mean that phos-
phoglucomutase, the reversible enzyme which converts G-6-P to G-1-P, may 











Figure 3. Proposed compartmentation of metabolites and ·enzymes of carbohydrate metabolism and 
starch synthesis between the cytoplasm and amyloplasts of corn endosperm cells. Enzymes 
indicated by the small numbers are as given in the legend for Figure 2. 
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formation. However, there is no indication that it is an allosteric enzyme. 
Second, phosphorylase is a reversible enzyme mediating the transfer of glucose 
from G-1-P to starch with the release of iP (Pazur, 1965). However, in order 
for this to occur the ratio of G-1-P to iP must be high. In the starch granule 
preparation this ratio was extremely low. Therefore, we conclude that in the 
intact corn endosperm cell phosphorylase could not be functioning in starch 
synthesis. Third, 3-PGA appears to be an important regulator of starch syn-
thesis and degradation in chloroplasts by controlling production of ADPG 
(Ghosh and Preiss, 1966). Within the starch granule preparation the 3-PGA 
content was low and represented only 7% of that in the cell. Thus, we conclude 
that it is not functioning in the regulation of starch synthesis in endosperm 
cells. Fourth, citrate is known to enhance gluconeogenesis by stimulating 
hexose diphosphatase, and it also stimulates the in vitro activity of unprimed 
starch synthase (Ozbun et al., 1972), possibly by stabilizing a starch synthase-
branching enzyme complex (Boyer et al., 1976). Since malate rather than 
citrate accumulated in the starch granule preparation, we suggested that in 
the intact cell, malate may be functioning in the control of gluconeogenesis 
and in the stabilization of the starch synthase-branching enzyme complex 
(Liu and Shannon, 1981b). Boyer and Preiss (1979) have shown that malate 
was 80% as effective as citrate in stimulating the in vitro activity of unprimed 
starch synthase. 
Based on the compartmentation studies of Liu and Shannon (198la, 
1981b), we have a much better idea which carbohydrates enter the amylo-
plasts and what enzymes are associated with the amyloplasts in situ. From 
these results we suggest that malate and iP may be important regulators of 
carbohydrate metabolism in corn kernels. Additional studies will be needed 
to establish conclusively the rate limiting reaction(s) in the starch biosynthesis 
pathway. Once this is accomplished, we hope to identify a key intermediate, 
metabolite or enzyme activity which can be used as an indicator of the capacity 
of endosperm cells for starch synthesis. This information can then be used in 
screening for breeding lines having an improved capacity for starch synthesis. 
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